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ABSTRACT
 
System-integrated performance characteristics are calculated for a new 
family of space power generators each consisting of a multicell array of low 
temperature, integrally-fueled radioisotope-thermionic converters, operating 
in the quasi-vacuum mode. Dominant variables, including the choice and 
influence of thermionic surface parameters, emitter geometry, fuel form, 
helium management, array reliability, system integration, and nuclear safety 
requirements are considered. 
Parametric study of plutonia-fueled multicell generators in the power 
range from 100 to 200 we shows that system-integrated specific power of 
approximately 4 we/lb and overall conversion efficiencies in excess of 7% are 
achievable. This performance level is substantiated by a detailed 100 we 
generator design. 
Current fuel and materials technologies are adequate for the development 
of this concept. Abrief review of future technology indicates substantial growth 
potential. Anticipated improvements in thermionic surfaces, fuel and fuel 
capsule fabrication, and aeroshell technology appear to permit system­
integrated specific power in excess of 20 We/lb and efficiencies approaching 10%. 
Modular construction results in additional nucleir safety, greatly reduced 
development costs, and a single basic converter "building-block" approach to 
generator design. A large range of configurations and power options provides 
compact, low-drag, and radiation-resistant power sources applicable to many 
aerospace missions. 
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SYMBOLS
 
A = Emitter area (cm2) 
d = Electrode spacing (mils) 
e = Electronic charge (1. 6 x 10-19 coulomb) 
1/a = Emitter lead length-to-area ratio 
L/D = Cylindrical converter capsule length-to-diameter ratio 
La/Da = Aeroshell length-to-diameter ratio 
P = Converter power (we) 
Parameter o = Optimum value of parameter (subscript) 
Pg = Generator power (we) 
Pmax = Maximum converter power (we) 
Q = Input thermal power (wt) 
Q c = Sum of conduction components of thermal energy balance (wt) 
Qe = Electron-cooling component of thermal energy balance (wt) 
O r = Radiation component of thermal energy balance (wt) 
RL = Converter load resistance (Q2) 
T = Surface temperature (0'K) 
Tc = Collector temperature ('K) 
Te = Emitter temperature (0 K) 
TR = Temperature of liquid cesium reservoir ('K) 
Trad = Aeroshell heat rejection temperature ( 'K) 
V = Converter electrode potential (v) 
Vg = Generator voltage (v) 
P = Aeroshell ballistic coefficient (lb/ft 2 ) 
E = Electrode emissivity 
= Surface work function (ev) 
= Electrode cesium-bare work function (ev) 
Oc = Collector work function (ev) 
1c = Collector emission barrier height (ev) 
Oe = Emitter work function (ev) 
Ormin = Work function minimum on Rasor-Warner plot (ev) 
On = Neutralization work function (ev) 
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100 We Quasi-Vacuum Mode Multicell Radioisotope Thermionic Generator 
SUMMARY 
System-integrated performance and characteristics are calculated both 
parametrically and in detail for space power generators composed of low­
temperature, integrally-fueled, radioisotope-thermionic converter arrays 
operating in a quasi-vacuum mode. A novel and attractive nuclear thermionic 
conversion system is identified which provides a highly flexible and redundant 
modular design approach to satisfy multihundred watt space power require­
ments. Dominant variables including the choice and influence of thermionic 
surface parameters, emitter geometry, fuel form, helium management, array 
reliability, system integration, and nuclear safety requirements are considered. 
Plutonia-fueled Isomite* multicell generators in the 100- to ZOO-we power 
range achieve a fully system-integrated specific power of 4 we/lb and conver­
sion efficiencies in excess of 7%; optimum module size is between 3 and 4 we. 
Growth potential of the system is associated principally with the use of high 
thermal power density heat sources (such as Cm-244 fuel forms). High thermal 
power density fuel and future thermionic surface, fuel capsule, and aeroshell 
development permit system specific power in excess of 20 we/lb and conversion 
efficiencies approaching 10%. The current competitive performance and future 
growth potential provide strong motivation for the development of the therrnionic 
multicell generator, considering current and projected thermoelectric generator 
(RTG) performance. 
Isomite converters are self-contained, radionuclide-fueled thermionic­
battery cells operiting in a low-current- density, quasi-vacuum mode with low 
emitter temperatures (<1400'K) which permit the expectation of long life and 
reliability typical of RTG devices. The multicell Isomite array is riot subject 
to application limitations imposed by the high temperature (>I 6000 K) operational 
mode of conventional, high-current density thermionic devices (Section1l). 
*ISOMITE is a registered trademark, the property of the McDonnell Douglas 
Corporation. 
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Modular construction and low emitter temperatures are compatible with current 
fuel technology and create an operational environment for the fuel and materials 
no more stringent than currently accepted RTG practice. 
Isomite devices operate with about the same high heat rejection tempera­
tures (7000 to 900 'K) characteristic of most thermionic systems. The multicell 
generator is therefore an attractive power source for long-duration space 
missions and is probably the only candidate for missions requiring operation in 
some high temperature environments. The modular "building -block" approach 
to generator design appears to be valid over a wide range of power with the 
advantage that a large number of generator configurations and power options 
are available at low cost following initial development and qualification of a 
single converter module (Section 7). Modular design results in a significant 
reduction in generator development cost. 
To achieve generator reliability goals, reliability testing of individual con­
verters is required. System development costs are, however, minimized by 
the potential long-life of the plutonia-fueled converter. module. Converter 
modules undergoing reliability testing can be designed with excess BOL power 
to permit those which survive the test period to be incorporated in generators 
assigned to subsequent missions. Probabilistic reliability analysis of multicell 
converter arrays shows that two-column arrays of series/parallel-connected 
converters satisfy typical generator reliability goals in the power range from 
50 to 200 we. This situation is promoted by the anticipation that converters 
will have an intrinsically lower open circuit than short circuit failure propen­
sity (Section 5). Analysis shows that attractive current-technology multicell 
system performance is provided with plutonia-fueled arrays of nominally 3 to 
4 we converter modules in aeroshell structures of conventional design (Section 7). 
Off-optimum converter performance resulting from off-optimum values of 
converter parameters is estimated in this study (Section 3). From the stand­
point of present experience, it can be shown that an acceptable off-design range 
of the most influential variables, collector temperature, collector work function, 
and reservoir temperature, can be achieved by system design and manufacturing 
quality control. The variability of other parameters is less influential on con­
verter output and can be controlled by mechanical design and compensatory 
effects between competing parameter influences. DWDL experience suggests 
xvi 
that, in total, parameter variability adds an uncertainty of less than 10% to 
calculated parametric output characteristics. 
A unique dependence of output characteristics on emitter thermal flux 
density (Q/A) is identified for the quasi-vacuum mode converter operating in 
aerospace environments. In a gravity field, a non-Q/A dependent term con­
tributed by the electrode spacer conduction loss enters the thermal energy 
balance and degrades power with increasing effect as the module size is 
decr.eased (Section 2). The artificial or natural gravity experienced in a 
specific mission, therefore, influences the choice of converter power and the 
configuration of the generator. 
The influence of fuel capsule geometry on converter specific power and 
helium containment is discussed (Section 4). Thin-shell vented capsules of 
spherical and cylindrical form are shown to contribute approximately the same 
specific power level as a thin-shell unvented spherical capsule which can make 
use of the collector reinforcement after yielding across the electrode gap. 
Unvented cylindrical capsules both with and without collector reinforcement 
are shown to be significantly inferior to vented capsules of all shapes and the 
unvented spherical capsule. 
Future development of the multicell generator system assumes the avail­
ability of an integral helium-venting device as system components approach 
flight qualification status. The unvented spherical configuration, however, 
offers a backup configuration if the credibility or availability of the integral 
helium-venting device is considered questionable (Section 4). 
The flared cone aeroshell design is selected as a representative and 
scalable current-technology structural component which provides the multicell 
generator concept with a high degree of nuclear safety credibility for all con­
ditions of the space mission environment (Section 6). The aeroshell shares a 
common nuclear safety structure with all converters in the array and its shape 
provides passively oriented reentry, a predictable terminal velocity, and 
limited transmission of impact force to the converters. The aeroshell provides 
a fourth fuel containment structure complementing the cermet fuel matrix, 
emitter capsule, and collector structure. 
xvii 
The design flexibility of both aeroshell and converter array permits the 
accommodation of special mission requirements such as low orbital drag, 
small radar cross section, and resistance to environmental radiation. 
A detailed study of a 100 we generator (Section 8) substantiates the per­
formance trends identified in Sections 2 through 7. The detailed design 
includes the additional weight of system-integration components and shows that 
design refinements of all system components are possible when a specific 
generator configuration is considered. The constraint imposed by the assumed 
generator reliability goal strongly influences the choice of converter modul e 
power and array configuration. A three-way optimization occurs in the process 
of providing sufficient radiator area to maintain collector temperature near its 
optimum value. The provision of power redundancy reflects reliability criteria 
and the sensitivity of converter specific power and efficiency to off-optimum 
collector temperature and module size. 
Current or near-term fuel and materials technology is shown to be adequate 
for development of a distinctly superior family of radioisotope power generators. 
However, the value of advanced technology is also estimated considering antici­
pated thermionic surface, fuel capsule, and aeroshell development. A principal 
component contributing growth potential is the development of the Langmuir 
W-O-Cs surface system (Section 2). Although, at present, uncertainties exist 
regarding the preparation and long-term stability of this surface, the intrinsically 
low-emissivity, low-work-function surface system theoretically permits an 
increase in quasi-vacuum mode conversion efficiency to approximately 10%. 
Development of spherical emitter and collector capsules would allow slight 
gains in specific power (Section 4). The spherical structure is amenable to 
incorporation into advanced technology omnidirectional aeroshell structures of 
lighter weight than conventional flared cylinder configurations. In combination 
with this advanced technology, full system growth potential is achieved by using 
high power density fuel which, in the case of Cm-244, offers considerable 
potential for greatly reduced generator cost (Section 9). The increase in specific 
power more than offsets added shield weight which may be necessary. to shield, 
for example, a curia-fueled system to provide dose rates equivalent to those of 
plutonia-fueled generators. 
Technical Monitor on this program for the Jet Propulsion Laboratory was 
Peter Rouklove. 
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Section 1 
INTRODUCTION 
This Final Technical Report and appended Supplemental Data are 
deliverable under Article l(a)3(D) and l(a)3(E) of Contract 952781 and sum­
marize a space power system study to establish parametric performance 
characteristics of three Isomite multicell generators in the power range from 
50 to 200 we and a detailed design of a 100 we generator. This report describes 
Phase I and Phase II effort in detail. 
CONVENTIONAL RADIONUCLIDE THERMIONIC GENERATOR DESIGN 
In the early 1960s, before the Isomite concept evolved, thermionic re­
search and development concentrated on cesium plasma devices operating with 
high enitter temperatures (>1600'K). Conventional radionuclide-therrmionic 
electric power sources can be classified according to the mode of heat trans­
fer between heat source and converter. Typical configurations involve thermal 
covpling by direct conduction (Reference 1), fluid-metal loops (Reference 2), and 
radiant energy (Reference3). Although components of severalthermionic space 
power generator concepts have been developedusing conventional converters pow­
ered by radionuclide thermal sources, the thermoelectric generator (RTG) is still 
favored for most applications to date, despite the high heat rejection tempera­
tures,projected superior specific power, and competitive efficiency of thermionic 
systems. The reasons for this preference and consequent low level of interest 
in thermionic generators have been the relatively short demonstrated life, 
stringent requirements for high temperature fuel and materials technology, and 
low reliability which are inherent characteristics of high temperature thermionic 
devices. 
ISOMITE CONCEPT 
Inthe lastthree years, the McDonnellDouglas Astronautics Gompany-Westhas 
developed a novel, quasi-vacuum mode radionuclide ther mionic battery cell operating 
at low emitter temperatures (<1400 0K). Attractive features resulting from low 
temperature operation include reliable and efficient small module design, direct 
I 
thermal coupling to fuels of any practical thermal power density, inherently 
compatible materials; and long life. The quasi-vacuum mode thermionic con­
verter retains the high temperature heat rejection capability (700 0to 900'K) and 
hence the compact radiator characteristics of conventional thermionic converters. 
Although RTGs have an established position in space power applications, 
based on their current level of development and demonstrated reliability, their 
characteristically low heat rejection temperatures are unsuitable for high­
temperature operational environments (for example: Venus Lander Vehicle, 
near-sun, and Mercury missions). The performance of other interplanetary 
vehicles might also be penalized by RTGs requiring larger radiators than 
those of equivalent therrnionic systems. 
A modular space power generator composed of series/parallel connected 
Isonite converter arrays offers a highly redundant, integrated systen of com­
petitive efficiency which is superior to the RITG in specific power. Modular 
construction, involving a relatively large number of separately fueled and com­
pletely independent power cells, permits rapid development of generators 
"tailored" to an optimum size and configuration for specific mission require­
ments. The development costs of a family of generators covering a wide 
range of power, therefore, tend to be modest, compared to the investment 
required for development and qualification of a single module. Generator per­
formance and life characteristics can be demonstrated by testing a relatively 
small number of fueled converters. 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES 
Primary objectives of this effort are: 
1. 	 To establish parametric performance characteristics of three 
thermionic multicell generators with respective outputs of 
50, 100, and 200 w. 
e 
2. 	 To design a 100 w multicell generator in sufficient detail 
to identify materials and critical dimensions. 
To satisfy Objective 1, output characteristics, efficiency, specific power, and 
weight were evaluatedforpractical ranges of dominant system variables. The 
influence of thermionic parameters, emitter geometry, fuel form, helium 
management, array reliability, system integration, and nuclear safety require­
ments were considered. Objective 2 was achieved by a 100 we generator 
2
 
design based on results of the parametric study (Objective 1). Both primary 
objectives are based on current or near-term technology. A secondary goal 
of the program was to indicate the growth potential of the multicell generator 
concept, considering long term technology developments. These objectives 
have been achieved. 
PROGRAM APPROACH 
To achieve the primary and secondary objectives of this program the 
following eight objectives were identified: 
1. To identify the influence of electrode surface parameters on the 
performance characteristics and growth potential of individual 
converters, 
2. 	 To evaluate off-optimum performance of converters in the module 
power range of interest. 
3. 	 To define constraints imposed by choice of fuel form, emitter 
geometry, and helium management technique. 
4. 	 To optimize converter selection and interconnection based on 
requirements for generator reliability and voltage. 
5. 	 To optimize converter array stacking configuration in the aeroshell. 
6. 	 To determine the weight and other parametric characteristics of a 
50, 100, and 200 we generator based on the design inputs from 
Objective 1 through 5. 
7. 	 To design a 100 w generator based on Objective 6, in sufficient 
e
detail to identify materials and critical dimensions. 
8. 	 To review briefly, the credible growth potential of the multicell 
concept. 
ASSUMPTIONS OF AVAILABLE TECHNOLOGY 
The parametric performance study, generator design, and material selec­
tions reflect current and/or anticipated near-future technology, available within 
a reasonable development period. Table 1-1 summarizes the technology assumed 
for the baseline generator configuration studied in this program. 
A brief survey of advanced concepts based on credible long-term technology 
illustrates the growth potential of the multicell generator. Advanced technology 
components are summarized in Table i-2. 
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Table 1-1 
BASELINE GENERATOR DESIGN 
Component Description 
Radionuclide Fuel and Plutonia Solid Solution Cermet (SSC) and/or Plutonia Molybdenum Cermet (PMC). 
Fuel Capsule(l) Vented cylinder, composed of platinum-rhodium 6xidation barrier and tungsten 
fuel clad. 
Emitter Surface Tantalum applied as thin coating to fuel capsule surface and treated with oxygen 
to form Ta-O-Cs surface system in converter. 
Collector Surface Tantalum applied to collector substrate and treated as described for emitter 
surface. 
Collector Substrate T-ll1 or equivalent refractory alloy. 
Electrode Spacing Provided by l-mil diameter ceramic spacers distributed over electrode surfaces 
(or equivalent using non-distributed support technique). 
Effective Weight of Emitter 2. 15 g/cm Z based on total thickness of 50 mils. 
and Collector Structure 
Helium Management (1 ) Selective venting under reentry conditions to titanium, vessel containing converter 
array. 
Aeroshell Form Flared-cylinder. 
(1) 	Alternate design: unvented spherical capsule of same composition as vented cylindrical capsule. 
Table 1-2 
COMPONENTS OF ADVANCED GENERATOR DESIGN (1) 
Component 	 Description 
Radionuclide Fuel Curia Cermet( Z ) (or fuel of equivalent thermal power density). 
Fuel Capsule 	 Vented sphere with same composition as shown in Table 1-1. 
Emitter and Collector Tungsten applied as described for tantalum in Table 1-1 and treated to form 
Surface Langmuir W-O-Cs surface system in converter.
 
Aeroshell Form ,Cubic shell and ablator for omnidirectional reentry trajectory.
 
(1) 	 No improvement over that indicated in Table 1-1 is assumed for effective weight of emitter and collector, 
collector substrate, electrode spacing, and helium management technique.. 
(2) 	 A curia cermet fuel form may, in fact, be considered, credible near-term technology. It was however, 
excluded from consideration in the parametric study by the contractual scope of the program. 
SYSTEM OPERATIONAL CONSTRAINTS 
A large number of variables are involved in a parametric thermionic gen­
erator study. Variation in some mission requirements (such as life and relia­
bility goals) have considerable influence on design recommendations. The 
parametric calculations and generator design of this program are based on 
system requirements summarized in Table 1-3. These requirements define 
the contractual scope of this study as provided by JPL direction. 
Table 1-3, 
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS GOVERNING MULTICELL 
GENERATOR DESIGN 
Requirement Description. 
Generator Power 50 to 200 we 
Generator Voltage' '3 to 10 v input to power conditioning equipment 
(1 ) 
Generator Reliability (1) 0. 98 at end of 5. 5Yyears (5 year mission, half 
Goal year shelf life). 
(Z) 	 No single converter failure results in catastrophic 
generator failure. 
Failure Statement (1) 	 Power <70% of rated power at 5. 5 years. 
(Z) Voltage < 3 v. 
Mission Conditions (1) Zero-gravity operational environment. 
(2) 	 No requirements of a specific future mission 
are considered. 
Generator 	Survival (1) Typical launch pad, reentry and impact hazards 
(Table 6-1. 
(2) Shocks of 100 g with 0. 5 msec duration. 
(,3) Vibration and acceleration up to 20 g in frequency 
range 0-2 kI-z 
(4) 	Vibration and acceleration of 4. 5 g peak super­
imposed white noise. 
Helium 	Management Considered for 10. 5 year mission (10 year mission, 
half year shelf life). 
MiThe characteristics and weight of power conditioning equipment are not 
included in estimations of multicell generator performance or characteristics. 
1
BASIC QUASI-VACUUM MODE CONVERTER MODULE 
The modular"building-block" of the multicell generator is the Isomite 
power cell shown typically in Figure 1- 1. Detail variations from the configura­
tion shown in Figure I-1 accommodate specific constraints of each application, 
which may influence the choice of fuel, capsule design, thermionic surfaces, 
electrode spacing, spacing technique, and collector structural design. The con­
verter is powered by direct thermal conduction from a radionuclide fuel contained 
inthe emitter capsule. A second capsule completely surrounds the the rmionic emitter 
and functions as the collector substrate. Both electrode surfaces may be formed 
as treated surfaces of the substrate materials or by applied surface coatings. 
The electrode gap is maintained by spacing elements, which provide both 
thermal and electrical isolation of the emitter. A wire lead from the emitter 
passes through an insulating sleeve in the collector and is attached to a terminal 
forming part of a ceramic/metal collector seal. A helium pressure relief tube 
could be substituted for the wire to form a combined emitter lead and venting 
device. The integral cesium reservoir is maintained at collector temperature 
and contained in the void region of the lead-through assembly. Low cesium 
-3 - -1 
vapor pressure (10 to 10 torr) establishes favorable emitter and *collector 
work functions without introducing appreciable electron scattering effects in 
the electrode gap. 
The Isomite cell combines design features which are impractical under 
the operating conditions of conventional converters. In the Isomite design, 
structural components can be optimally designed to perform single or non­
compromise functions. For example, the collector body forms a rugged 
secondary enclosure around the emitter and the lead can be sized separately 
to hive an optimum aspect ratio. In contrast, the emitter lead in a conven­
tional converter also forms part of the vacuum enclosure and its design there­
fore, is non-ideal in either function. 
The basic configuration scales nearly geometrically from 100[pwe to several 
watts electrical output. Total enclosure of the emitter minimizes the relatively un­
scalable thermal leakage contributed by lead conduction and radiation, which 
limits the minimum size of an efficient conventional converter module to 
approximately 20 we. Thermal flux concentration to match the fuel thermal 
6
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power and tharmionic surface flux density is not a fundamental requirement 
in the vacuum mode converter. Optimum cells can be designed to accommodate 
all practical fuel power densities above approximately 1 wt/cn 3 . 
GENERATOR AEROSHELL AND REENTRY VEHICLE SYSTEM 
The Isomite cells which comprise the generator are considered to be 
arranged within a structure which provides an operational housing during 
mission life, launch pad abort debris protection, and intact reentry dispcsal. 
Reentry vehicle concepts which could be applied include the blunt cone (used 
in Isotope/Brayton power systems), flared-cylinders, high-drag cubes, rec­
tangular parallelepipeds, and flat plates (References 4, 5. and 6). -For the' 
purpose of this design study, the flared-cylinder concept is selected as 
a characteristically low-weight (not necessarily minimum weight) housing/ 
reentry vehicle system which is scalable to accommodate Isomite cell arrange­
ment patterns. This concept is also considered to require a minimum of de­
velopment to provide an acceptable level of safety. A basic attribute of the 
flared-cylinder is a configuration with four levels of fuel containment provided, 
in turn, by the fuel form, emitter and collector structures of the converters, 
and the aeroshell. The flared-cylinder has undergone development in ICBM 
programs as th&shape of Mark 3 and 4 warheads and, for this reason, has been 
selected as a typical model. 
MULTICELL GENERATOR CONFIGURATION 
The flared-cylinder concept is illustrated in the frontispiece. Amulticell con­
verter array, series/parallel connected for maximum electrical reliability, is 
arranged within an ellipsoidal-ended cylinder with a ribbed impact plate and 
crush-up in the nose section. To protect the generator against reentry heat­
ing, a POGO graphite ablator covers the whole aeroshell exterior except in 
the region of the mounting ring. A metal shell provides a chamber for vented 
helium and additional structural protection against debris and over-pressure 
in launch pad explosions. The conical flare supplies aerodynamic drag to limit 
terminal impact velocities and earth burial. The aspect ratio and weight dis­
tribution of the aeroshell is designed to ensure that the center of pressure is 
on the axis of symmetry between the center of mass and the cone. This en­
sures proper orientation of the aeroshell during reentry. 
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PARAMETRIC DESIGN APPROACH 
The characterization of multicell generators is established by the para­
metric design approach shown in Figure 1-2. Two major'subsystems, the 
converter array and aeroshell, and their interactions are identified, Gen­
erator design and optimization requires consideration of basic converter design 
and performance optimization constrained by mission requirements and aero­
shell characteristics. Converter performance is established.by choice of 
fuel, electrode materials, electrode geometry, and helium' management techniques. 
Selection of the multicell array is constrained by the available range of con­
verter module power, credible current-technology components, and system 
design goals for reliability and generator voltage. 
Aeroshell design involves ideitification of nuclear safety requirements for 
normal mission operation and accident conditions. Typical mission constraints 
and environments govern materials selection and structural design to sur­
vive abort, reentry disposal, impact, and post-impact conditi6hs. The design 
of the aeroshell als6 reflects the requirement to match thermal. characteristics 
of the converter array., 
System integration of the generator is provided by electrical connections 
and "components which isolate the aeroshell from mechanical shock and vibra­
tion transmitted from the space vehicle. The system-integrated generator is 
characterized by its weight, specific power, reliability, output voltage, and 
BOL thermal source. Characteristics of the converter array, aeroshell, and 
minimum-penalty system-integration components are considered. The aeroshell 
design establishes the safety characterization of the system and the extent of 
nuclear risk during its deployment. 
DETAILED GENERATOR DESIGN 
The detailed generator design is derived from the parametric study. 
Fine. structure in optimization procedures is considered by tradeoffs between 
converter module power, off-optimum converter 6peiation, converter 
decay characteristics, converter array/aeroshell thermal balance, and array 
redundancy. The consequent selection of optimum converter power, array 
size, and aeroshell stacking configuration permits reevaluation of structural 
9
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components which provide an acceptable nuclear safety design. Finally, 
identification of a generator design leads to minimizing weight and other system 
penalties associated with system-integration components. 
EVOLUTION OF TECHNOLOGY AND ANALYSIS 
During the course of this program, new technical information and analytical 
techniques have become available from related effort conducted under DWDL 
Independent Research and Development (IRAD) programs. Incorporation and 
use of th-e most recent insight in this study as noted in subsequent sections 
provides the most up-to-date review of anticipated multicell generator 
characteristics. The contents of this report,therefore, render obsolete some 
portions of previous reports describing elements of this effort. 
REPORT ORGANIZATION 
The balance of this report is arranged as follows: 
Section 2 Influence of electrode surface parameters.
 
Section 3 Off-optimum converter performance.
 
Section 4 	 Constraints imposed by choice of fuel form, emitter 
geometry, and helium management technique. 
Section 5 Converter array selection and interconnection based on 
generator reliability and voltage. 
Section 6 Aeroshell design and converter stacking optimization. 
Section 7 Parametric generator characterization.
 
Section 8 Design and: layout of a 100 w generator.
 
Section 9 Supporting experimental evidence of quasi­
vacuum mode converter performance. 
Section 10 Advanced technology and concept growth potential 
review. 
Section 11 	 Conclusions and recommendations.
 
Section 12 New technology contractual statement.
 
Section 13 References.
 
Appendix A Quasi-vacuum mode thermionic converter theory
 
and optimization codes. 
Appendix B Plutonia fuel forms. 
Appendix C Unvented fuel capsule load limit optimization. 
Appendix D Converter array reliability. 
Appendix E 	 Aeroshell calculations. 
Appendix F 	 Detail design aeroheating analysis, aeroshell helium 
pressure effects, and busbar optimization. 
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Section 2
 
ELECTRODE SURFACE PARAMETER INFLUENCE
 
The Isomite converter behaves therrnionically as a space-charge limited 
converter with a potential energy diagram as shown in Figure 2-1. Potential 
distribution in the electrode gap has been described in detail (References 7 
and 8). For electrode spacing on the order of I mil, the converter operates 
with useful efficiencies at emitter temperatures below 1400'K, if the electrode 
work functions 4 'e and c are less than approximately 2. 4 and 1. 8 ev, respec­
tively. Surface work functions of this magnitude or less are obtained by 
partial monolayer adsorption of cesium on refractory metal surfaces operating 
in the conventional collector regime of the Rasor-Warner (c vs T/Ta) diagram 
3(Reference 9). In the Isomite converter, cesium vapor pressures from 10 - to 
-l0 1 torr produce favorable work functions on the electrode surfaces without 
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contributing electron scattering effects in the converter. Appendix A contains 
a detailed summary of quasi-vacuum mode operation, 
Converter efficiency is defined by the ratio of useful power at the converter 
terminals to the sum of the components of the thermal energy balance. Figure 
2-2 shows the apportionment of thermal losses for a typical converter. The 
dominance of radiation and electron cooling indicates the value in selecting 
electrode surfaces with low thermal emissivities and low tmin. 
AVAILABLE ELECTRODE SURFACES 
Three electrode surface systems are currently under investigation at 
DWDL. 
1. DWDL-developed Ta-O-Cs emitter and collector. 
2. W-Cs emitter and Ta-O-Cs collector. 
3. Langmuir W-O-Cs emitter and collector. 
LEAD CONDUCTION , 5% 
A05 
Cs ?O~ELECTRON COOLING (Oe), 30% EMTTR 
MITTER: 
COLLECTOR: 
SPACING: 
W-Cs 
Ta-O-Cs 
1 MIL 
Figure 2-2. Apportionment of -ihermal Losses for an Optimized 5 we Space Power Converter 
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Ta-C-Cs surface systems have been reduced to practice in over 50 
radionuclide-fueled and electrically-heated converters and have accumulated 
over 150, 000 hr of operation. Surfaces can be prepared reproducibly to 
achieve 'min between 1. 34 and 1. 64 ev over the range of collector temperatures 
usually required in the Isomite converter. The Ta-O-Cs surface also provides 
acceptable values of 4 e (1.7 to 2.3 ev) over a range of Te from 900' to 1400'K. 
Characteristics of the Ta-O-Cs surface system are not totallyunderstood 
in the Pmin region. Laboratory experience with the DWDL-proprietary surface 
shows a general temperature dependence of min; howeve-r, the exact nature of 
this dependence is still under investigation in Independent Research and Develop­
ment (IRAD) programs. For computational purposes in this study, recent labo­
ratory data have been correlated by straightline approximations to describe the 
temperature dependence of 4 min to first order accuracy (Figure 2-3). Data 
which permit this refinement have been generated concurrently with the progress 
of this design study. Therefore, converter performance summarized in this 
report supersedes characteristics in previous monthly summaries which did not 
take this temperature dependence into account. 	 -
The W-Cs emitter is of interest because of its relatively lower emissivity 
than that of the Ta surface (Reference 10 and 11). The work function of the 
W-Cs surface (Reference 12) is not significantly higher than that of the Ta-O-
Cs 	surface in the emitter region. The surface combination W-Cs emitter and 
Ta-C-Cs collector offers a lower Q loss component in some regions of ther
 
optimized converter power range.
 
The Langmuir W-O-Cs system (Reference 13), when plotted on the 0 vs 
T/T plane (Figure 2-4) has rather remarkable characteristics, and three sig­
nificant potential advantages compared with the systems considered so far: 
1. 	 Electrode emissivity can be expected to approach that of clean tungsten. 
2. 	 Values of min and its temperature dependence are comparable with 
those of the Ta-O-Cs surface. 
3. 	 Omin occurs at significantly higher values of T/TR. 
The W-O-Cs surface offers an operational domain in the 0 vs T/TR plane 
far removed from the Rasor-Warner envelope for conventional refractory 
metals. A potential disadvantage (compared with the Ta-O-Cs system) may 
15
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be that W-O-Cs surfaces depend apparently on the maintenance of an atomic 
oxygen.monolayer, whereas oxygen in the Ta-O-Cs system appears to be con­
tained in bulk solid solution. Corrosion of the Ta-O-Cs electrode surface may, 
therefore, tend to be repaired by a diffusion process in the substrate, in con­
trast with the tungsten-based surface, which may suffer irreparable degradation 
if the surface-active oxygen were removed by impurity reactions during the. 
converter life. 
COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH 
The performance of optimized quasi-vacuum mode converters is siarveyed 
in the range of Q and A from 10 to 100 wt and 10 to 100 cm 2 , respectively. 
With the surface systems under review, cell module power between 1 and 10 we 
is achieved for this range of Q and A. DWDL experience shows this range of 
converter power to be the general range of interest for multicefl generator 
outputs between 50 and 200 we- DWDL-developed computer codes are used to 
calculate cell characteristics and describe converter performance parameters 
as functions of Q/A. In these calchlations, all cell thermal loss mechanisms 
applicable to- a general space mission environment are considered.'- The unique 
dependence-of performance parameters on Q/A results from all components of 
the energy balance, with the exception of support conduction loss, being emitter 
area dependent. Laboratory measurement of emitter support loss (typically 
in the range 1 to 3 mwt/°K in a 1-g field),shows that it becomes negligible for 
the very small gravitational loads typical of most space missions. When support 
loading occurs (for instance, in spin-stabilized vehicles or planetary lander 
missions) it can be accounted for by adding ain additional component to the input 
thermal inventory. In such instances however, the required thermal 'nput 
power is increased typically less than 10% in the power range of interest. A 
parametric comparison of cell characteristics, ignoring the non-area-dependent 
thermal loss, is considered adequate for this study. The effect of gravity on 
the converter thermal balance is discussed again at the end of Section 2. 
Three-Parameter Code 
In the three-parameter code, the variables are 'P Tc, bnd /a for the lead. 
The coding is arranged to cycle through a series of values of Q and A, but 
optimization with respect to these variables is not performed. A logic flow 
17 
diagram for the program is shown in Figure A-6, Appendix A. A nested 
stepping logic is used; with 2/a and Tc fixed, tt is varied until the peak power 
is found. Tc is then changed and another P-loop performed. This continues 
until peak power for a particular 9/a has been located. Stepping 2/a then 
proceeds, followed by a double iteration on Tc and P. Eventually, a combi­
nation of 2/a, Tc, and q, is found which leads to a maximum net electric power. 
In this stepping technique, a parameter is varied monotonically with fixed­
step size, until one step produces a lower power than the previous step. The 
penultimate step is taken as a new base, with the step size reduced by a factor 
of ten, and the process repeats. Termination occurs when either the peak has 
been found with steps 1/100 of the initial size, or, on the 1/10 and 1/100 size 
steps, a change in power of 0. 01% or less occurs. Running time is minimized 
by using converged values from one iterative loop as starting information for 
the next loop. 
Five-Parameter Code 
The parameters available for optimization by the five-parameter code are 
Q, Tc 
, 
2/a, LP and collector-to-reservoir temperature ratio Tc/TI. Parame­
terization using 'P is equivalent to using the load resistance and simpler to 
automate. Any or all of the parameters may be held constant and, if desired, 
a constant load resistance may be specified instead of a &onstantP. 
Optimization starts with the selection of a set of initial parameter values. 
In the usual event of multiple calculations, the optimum configuration from one 
case is used as the initial value for the next. A pattern search is performed 
first, in which one parameter at a time is varied in an attempt to find a combi­
nation of parameter changes which produces a smaller objective function. Any 
improvement is accepted so long as it is greater than an input tolerance; 
steepest descent techniques are not used. At the completion of a pattern 
search, a base point is established, with an n-space vector specifying the 
direction from the initial value to the base point. 
With the direction vector determined, a pattern move is made in which a 
new point is established by changing all parameters simultaneously to step along 
the vector. At the new base point a new search is made by varying one 
parameter at a time, thus modifying the direction vector. Stepping continues 
18
 
from base point to base point until, eventually, a base point is reached at 
which the objective function is higher than at the previous base point even 
after all parameter variations have been tried. The search then reverts to 
the previous base point and a new pattern search occurs with a smaller step­
size. 
The process continues, pattern moves interspersed by pattern searches, 
until a location is found in which a pattern search with all parameter step 
sizes at their minima does not produce any improvement. The search then 
terminates. 
As part of the input to the search process, an upper and lower limit is 
required for each variable as well as an initial guess. Because of the nature 
of the search, different initial values or limits may cause termination at 
different combinations of parameters. This can be tolerated in parametric 
studies. 
The two programs use the same subroutines to perform thermionic con­
verter calculations and geometric calculations. The 3-parameter code is 
faster running but less flexible; a typical calculation will run in about 80 seconds 
on the IBM-1130, compared to 120 seconds for the same case on the 5-parameter 
code. However, the latter code is more flexible and has the option for searching 
for a specified power. A 4-parameter search for a predetermined power 
requires about 4 minutes, while using the 3-parameter code would require at 
least twice as long, and interpolation between results would be needed. 
Converter optimizations are obtained in this manner, independent of emitter 
geometry. All characteristics, however, are strongly influenced by electrode 
spacing. A reference spacing of 1 mil has been chosen for the purposes of this 
study. This spacing represents developing technology in laboratory devices and 
is consistent with the credibility of building converters with thin-wall emitter 
and collector capsules several centimeters in diameter. The effect of off-design 
variation in electrode spacing is considered in Section 3. 
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON 
Parametric comparisons of optimum quasi-vacuum mode converter characteristics 
are presented in Figures 2-5, 2-6, and 2-7 showing the influence of three 
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electrode surface combinations. Two of the three combinations are worthy of 
consideration later in this study. The W-Cs emitter/Ta-C-Cs collector 
combination is only marginally more efficient (Figure 2-5) than the totally Ta­
based surface system in the Q/A <1 range. It will become evident in Section 4 
that fuel, geometry, and helium management choices can be arranged to 
explo it converter performance at higher values of Q/A, where Ta-C-Cs is the 
superior current technology electrode choice. Further consideration of the 
W-Cs emitter/Ta-C-Cs collector would apply only to lower module power than 
those of interest in a space power generator. 
The W-C-Cs surface system has not yet been reduced to practice in a 
laboratory converter. The surface system provides, however, potentially 
superior conversion efficiency and higher cell output voltage (Figures 2-5 and 
2-6). Potential disadvantages evident in Figure 2-7 are higher emitter and 
lower collector temperatures which might tend to prejudice materials com­
patibility and compact generator radiator sizing, respectively. The potential 
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advantages appear to outweigh disadvantages and therefore the W-O-Cs 
surface is considered a component of advanced technology contributing a 
potential growth capability. 
Mentioned previously, a non-Q/A dependent conduction loss is contributed 
by the electrode spacing and support mechanism, when subjected to a 
gravity field. This- results from the dependence of thermal conduction on 
pressure at the electrode/spacer interfaces. The effect is shown in Figure 2-8 
where converter efficiency is plotted against Q/A for various module powers 
for converters with Ta-C-Cs electrode surfaces. The support conduction in a 
l-g field degrades efficiency with increasing influence as module power is 
reduced. The w curve represents the zero-gravity (or infinite module power) 
condition. The Q/A range of interest for plutonia-fueled converters is between 
1 and 2 wt/cm 2 . As shown in Figure 2-8, efficiency is penalized between 4% 
and 15% as module power decreases from 10 to I we. This effect is a 
significant tradeoff consideration in missions requiring operation in a gravity 
field. 
The performance degradation shown in Figure 2-8 will be experienced 
during prelaunch converter and generator testing.. Knowledge. of the effect of 
a gravity field is, therefore, important as a basis of extrapolating generator 
behavior in the mission environment from data gained by terrestrial observation. 
This is discussed again in Section 9. 
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Section 3 
OFF-OPTIMUM CONVERTER PERFORMANCE 
The performance of converters in the multicell generator may be different 
from the optimum characteristics calculated in Section 2 as a result of 
materials variability, aeroshell-imposed effects, mission power profile, and 
fuel decay during mission life. - The influence of variation in parameters which 
control converter output power can be calculated for suboptimum cases using 
the analytical codes of Section 2 with fixed-value parameter inputs. The power 
response to off-optimum and/or variations from reference design values of 
emitter and collector work function, surface thermal emissivity, collector 
and cesium reservoir temperature, electrode spacing and load resistance is 
shown in Figures 3-1 through 3-6, respectively. 
Effects of parameter variation are shown by a plot of .power degradation 
ratio P/Po vs the ratio of each parameter to its value if the converter were 
operating at optimum conditions. The ratio P/Po is shown as a function of 
parameter variability calculated for suboptimum cases of the subject parameter 
with all other independent parameters input at previous optimum values. This 
review of power responsetherefore, does-not necessarily account fully for con­
verter output in the conditions of the total mission environment or allow re­
optimization of independent variables. The summary is useful, however, in 
showing the generally worst-case bandwidths of allowable parameter deviation 
from optimum which maintain converter power within 10% of its maximum 
values. Figure 3-1 through 3-6 represent characteristics of converters with 
module power in the 1 to 7 we range to acceptable first-order accuracy. 
A summary of the parameter variation producing +1107o change in P/Po is 
presented in Table 3-1. Parameters which have the greatest influence on power 
output are collector temperature, collector work function, and reservoir tem­
perature, all of which require control to within about6%/for this power variation. 
The influence of T c is significant as a variable in the detailed generator 
design (Section 8). Because T c is thermally coupled to the temperature of 
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Table 3-1 
PARAMETER VARIATION PRODUCING 
±10% CHANGE IN P/Po 
Variation Variation 
Parameter Above Optimization(%) Below Optimization(%) 
e8 - (1) 
e 
5 8 
C 
E 13 12 
TC 4 7 
RL 85 44 
d 15 15 
TR 4 9
 
(1) A 6% reduction in 4e produces 4% increase in P. Further reduction 
in 4e has negligible effect because energy balance at the emitter is con­
trolled by the value of emission barrier LP, which is independent of 4e 
when 0e <<%o - 2 KTe. 
the aeroshell radiator, variation in Tc after incorporation of converters in a 
generator should be predictable and dependent mainly on the decay character­
istic of the fuel. 
Collector work function is controlled by collector and reservoir temperature. 
The effect of T R variation is minimized by use of an integral non-liquid cesium 
reservoir. By chargingthis reservoir with cesium, in a converter operating 
under simulated generator conditions, fine-tuning of the power output can be 
achieved. The effective reservoir temperature can, in this manner, be ad­
justed to compensate for some variation in 'c and 4 , at the cost of creating 
an off-optimum cesium vapor conduction loss. 
Output power is moderately sensitive to electrode spacing. However 
DWDL experience shows that, at 1 mil spacing, accumulated component 
tolerances can be held within ±0. 1 mil. Power response to this variation in 
spacing is well within the ±10% band. 
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Change in surface thermal emissivity has a nearly linear influence on 
power output. Experience shows that control of construction and manufacturing 
processes produces electrode surfaces with reproducible surface characteris­
tics. JThe monotonically varying relationships between power and 0 e, e E,and 
d allows converter design in which variation in parameters may be compen­
sated by controlled variation in other parameters. The influence of Tc, R.L' 
and T shows a maximum power with falling power on either side of optimum 
conditions. Use of these parameters as compensatory variable has limited 
applicability. However, the gross insensitivity of power to change in load re­
sistance offers a very flexible device for adjusting the apportionment of the 
thermal balance to improve generator response to system-required conditions. 
It is assumed that this sensitivity to load resistance is reflected to the generator 
terminals and, therefore, describes an inherently small generator sensitivity 
to the load impedance. 
In this review, emitter temperature does not appear as an independent 
variable.because it is inherent in the choice of electrode materials,. Tc, T 
c R' 
and d. 
A detailed and quantitative evaluation of all consequences of off-optimum 
and/or off-design performance caused by random parameter variability is 
beyond the scope of this'effort. However, based on component technology which 
is still quite early in its development cycle, it appears that variation of domi­
nant parameters can be expected in total to cause no greater than a ±10% 
deviation from the parametric power optimization and generator design dis­
cussed in Sections 7 and 8 of this report. 
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Section 	4 
FUEL, 	 EMITTER GEOMETRY, AND HELIUM 
MANAGEMENT CONSTRAINTS 
The choice of radionuclide fuel, emitter geometry, and helium management 
techniques determines what fraction of the Q/A range is available in a prac­
tical converter design. It was established in Section Z that most converter 
performance parameters increase monotonically with Q/A. Constraints which 
permit high Q/A designs are, therefore, to be desired. 
FUEL CONSTRAINTS 
For a given emitter capsule geometry andiheliuni management choice (vented 
or unvented capsule), a fuel thermal inventory limit is established by the fuel 
form and its effective thermal power density. In vented capsules, this limit 
corresponds to the fuel inventory which fills a capsule of given surface area, 
thickness, and geometry with no void volume remaining. Figure 4-1 shows 
fuel load limits on a logarithmic Q vs A plane for three radionuclide fuels in 
vented spherical capsules with a 25-rnil wall thickness. This wall thickness 
is used as a reference and represents a DWDL estimation of near-future prac­
tical vented capsule design in the configuration of the multicell generator. 
Fuel load limits in Figure 4-1 are calculated for EOL fuel thermal power at 
10. 5 years. Output isopower curves, derived from the analysis of Section 2, 
are plotted for optimum converters with Ta-O-Cs surfaces and l-mil electrode 
spacing. The fuel forms considered are: 
1. Plutonia Solid Solution Cermet (SSC) 
2. Plutonia-Molybdenum Cermet (PMC) 
3. Curia cermet 
Plutonia fuel form properties (References 14 and 15) are summarized in 
Table 4-1 and discussed in Appendix B. The curia fuel limit shown in Figure 
4-1 is the prediction (Reference 16) of a potentially feasible curia cermet with 
a density of 10. 5g/cm3 and apower densityof 19.1wt/cm 3 . A curia ceramic fuel 
form has been developed for application in a conventional high-tempe rature thermionic 
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Table 4-1 
PLUTONIA FUEL FORM COMPARISON 
Property 
Plutonia 
Solid Solution Cermet 
Plutonia 
Cermet 
Density'(g/cm ) 10.5 10.7 
Power Density (wt/cm 3 ) 3. 2 3. 5 
Thermal Conductivity (wt/cm-°C): 
900C 0. 102 0. 148 
1200 0 C 0.,098 0. 146 
Thermal Expansion (% AL/L) 0. 53 0. 85 
(20' to 900'C) 
generator concept (Reference 1) and therefore by analogy with plutonia develop­
ment can be recognized as a basis for near-term technology. The scope of 
Objective 1 and 2 effort is restricted to plutonium fuel forms by contractual 
definition. As a result, consideration of curia cermet is contained in the 
advanced technology review, despite its near-term potential availability. 
Figure 4-1 shows that, by increasingthe effective thermal power density, the 
fuel load limit curve allows converter design at progressively higher and gen­
erally more favorable Q/A values. The region to the left of each load limit 
curve is unavailable for converter design in devices with all surfaces active. 
Operation to the left of the load limit line can be achieved by operating a 
fraction of the emitter thermionically and shielding other portions with in­
sulating material. A similar plot is obtained with isopower curves for any 
other surface system by plotting Prmax (derived from Figure 2-6) on 
the Q vs A plane. 
The loci of bestconverter designs are intersection points of thefuelloadand 
isopower curves in Figure 4-1. The fuel constraint imposed on converter specific 
power is compared in Figure 4-2 for several fuel and electrode surface com­
binations. Specific power rises with converter power and tends toward a 
plateau above 3-w e module sizes. Increasing fuel thermal power density and 
improved electrode technology both allow higher specific converter power. 
However, fuel thermal power density is the dominant influence. Figure 4-2 
shows that the relatively small improvement in power density provided by the 
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PMC over the SSC fuel form (3. 5 and 3. 2 wt/cm 3 , respectively) increases. 
converter specific power approximately the same extent as that allowed by 
potential long-term thermionic surface development. The curia fuel, after 
allowing for its shorter half-life, provides, up to a fourfold improvement in 
EOL converter specific power. 
Figure 4-2 shows a slight advantage using PMC if theoretical power density 
is achieved. In current practice, the power density of this fuel form has been 
in the range 3.2 to 3.3 wt/cm 3 and hence is little different from that calculated 
for plutonia SSC. Tle following sections of this report consider a plutonia fuel 
having a power density of 3.2 wt/cm 3 . The reported multicell generator per­
formance will, therefore, be consistent with the eventual av'ailability of 
plutonia SSC and'slightly conservative for PMC. 
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EMITTER GEOMETRY CONSTRAINT 
Emitter geometry has an influence on converter design analogous to that of 
the fuelload limit and is calculated in similar fashion. For a given fuel choice, 
helium management technique, and capsule wall thickness, the emitter geom­
etry establishes a fuel load limit curve on the Q vs A plane (Figure 4-3). The 
Q/A region to the left of this curve is excluded from use in a practical con­
verter except, as previously noted, when the emitter is partitioned into 
thermionically active and inactive areas. 
For converters with all of the emitter surface thermionically active the 
progression from spheres to cylinders with increasing aspect ratios moves the 
design cut-off towards lower Q/A and a less favorable thermionic operational 
regime. 
HELIUM MANAGEMENT 
Figure 4-4 shows the fuel load limits imposed by vented and unvented 'ap­
sules of spherical and cylindrical form, respectively. The vented capsule curves 
are those of Figure 4-3. The unvented spherical capsule curve represents
 
the load limit associated with T-ll1 capsule required to contain the maximum 
plutonia SSC fuel inventory for a given emitter area and a mission life of 10. 5 
years. Helium containment was considered for temperatures 100 0 K above 
optimum emitter temperature at mission EOL. A minimum emitter capsule 
thickness of 25 mils was retained and in the low-Q region was found to be 
thicker than that required for safe helium containment. The strength of a 
Z5-mil thick collector capsule was taken into account to establish a more 
favorable unvented capsule design of comparable specific power to that of 
vented devices. For this calculation, the emitter was considered to yield 
across the interelectrode gap and be reinforced by the collector. Calculation 
of the unrvented cylindrical case was performed both with and without taking 
account of collector reinforcement. Details of these calculations are sum­
marized in Appendix C. 
Figure 4-5 summarizes the geometry effect (Figure 4-3) and helium man­
agement consideration (Figure 4-4) and shows converter specific power plotted 
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against module power. The collector-reinforced unvented spherical capsule 
allows converter specific power of the same magnitude as that of vented cap­
sule designs. In Figure 4-4,the unvented sphere operates at Q/A values close 
to those of the vented cylinder. In the event that an integral vent device re­
quires longer development time than other generator components, the unvented 
sphere offers an alternate approach and an important secondary choice for the 
baseline converter design. 
The vented spherical geometry permits specific power from 5% to 10% 
higher than that of the best vented cylinder. This difference is not sufficiently sig­
nificant to warrant emphasis of spherical geometry (not yet fully reduced to 
practice) in place of the current-technology cylindrical configuration, as a 
component of the parametric generator study. 
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In general, unvented cylindrical emitter designs do not exploit the per­
formance potential of the Isomite converter based on other elements of current 
technology. Unvented caps'ules also reflect weight penalties into the aeroshell 
design for structure to limit thermal exposure and impact of the pressure 
vessel. Because considerable effort is being invested in the development of 
reliable venting mechanisms, it is assumed that no significant loss of credi­
bility results if the parametric system study is based on a vented cylindrical 
capsule design. The emitter and collector capsule thickness can be optimized 
in the tradeoff between achievement of high converter specific power and 
survival of accident conditions. This subject warrants further study. 
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Section 5 
GENERATOR RELIABILITY AND VOLTAGE 
The choice of converter module size for the multicell generator is in­
fluenced by system interface and reliability requirements. A detailed relia­
bility study is inappropriate for this parametric review. This section, there­
fore, establishes converter selection and interconnection criteria based upon 
requirements for generator reliability, output voltage, and power. To accom­
modate converter failures, redundancy is introduced to provide a certain 
probability of achieving rated generator power and voltage. 
To facilitate the reliability review within the resource level of this effort, 
analysis is based on series/parallel electrical interconnection of two- and 
three-column converter arrays. This limitation of scope is generally .con­
sistent with the expectation that Isornite converters will have a lower propen­
sity to fail in the open-circuit than short-circuit condition, a situation promoted 
by the low temperature thermionic mode of operation in conjunction with close­
spaced electrode systems. Because one purpose of series/parallel networks 
is to protect against catastrophic generator open-circuit failure by providing 
alternate paths for current in the event that converter open-circuit failures 
occur, two column arrays may be sufficiently reliable for devices with low 
open- circuit probability. 
Figure D-1 shows a flat network array of converters composed of "c" 
columns and "r" rows. Three-dimensional networks have been reported 
(Reference 17 and 18) which suppress edge effects when failures occur. For 
the purposes of converter selection in this study, simple flat networks with 
zero impedance series and parallel connections are analyzed; 
COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH 
Analysis of converter array reliability in this report is generated by a 
probabilistic (Monte Carlo) technique. For complex networks, this is probably 
the only feasible approach. However, the technique is also valuable for 
analysis of the simple networks required for the multicell generator because 
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all statistical failure occurrences are counted if enough iterations are per­
formed. 
The reliability study reported previously was based on deterministic 
expansion of the failure trinomial (Appendix D). Using this method, analysis 
becomes rapidly cumbersome after more than two converter failures are con­
sidered.- For this reason, the Monte Carlo technique was adopted as a more 
useful analytical tool. The results of the present analysis represent a refine­
ment.of the deterministic data reported previously. 
The probabilistic analysis of converter arrays is based on generation of 
a random number for each module. The number is used to determine whether 
the converter is operating, open-circuited, or shorted out. After ever.y device has 
been examined,the power and voltage of the array is determined and recorded. 
Theprocess is repeated for up to several thousand cases, and the tabulated re­
sults are then interpreted to yield the pTobability of obtaining any-given power 
or voltage. 
This method has been computerized for use on the IBM 1130, using a 
pseudo-random number generator furnished by IBM. To minimize storage 
requirements, one row at a tim&is examined, and the equivalent resistaice 
and voltage of the row calculated. These data are accumulated, row by row, 
until the entire array has been analyzed, following 'which th&array power is 
calculated and the array statistics (power, voltage, number of open-circuit 
failures, number of short-circuit failures, and number of total failures) 
stored. After a preset number of array examinations, the cumulative results 
are output. Further details of this technique are presented in AppendixD. 
The code was used to investigate parametrically the effect of changing 
the number of rows and columns and the reliability of individual converters. 
The results, after smoothing, are shown in Figures 5-1 through 5-3. All 
curves are presented as the probability of getting a specific fraction of the 
full array power vs the number of rows, with the fraction of full power as a 
parameter, 
Figure 5-1 shows the results for 80% reliable converters, in which the 
ratio of short-circuit failures to open-circuit failures is 4:1. This is a reasonable 
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Figure 5-1. Probability of Obtaining a Given Fraction of Full Array Power vs Number of Rows 
for 80% Reliable Converters 
ratio for Isomite converters with close spacing. Data for 2-column and 
3-column arrays are plotted with solid lines and dashed lines, respectively. 
For any fraction of full power, the probability of achieving that fraction 
with a given number of rows is smaller with a 3-column array than with a 
Z-column array, except for a limited region in the upper portion of the graph. 
This phenomenon occurs because the upper limit to the Z-column array 
data represents the probability of complete open-circuit failure. With 3 
columns, the probability of complete open-circuit failure decreases drastically, 
which provides the primary incentive for going to a 3-column array. However, 
for any other condition,the effect on power of a single short-circuit failure 
is greater in a 3-column array than in a Z-column array. With short-circuits 
assumed to be 4 times as likely as open-circuit failures, the net effect is a 
reduction in probability of achieving any given fraction of full power in the 
3 -column array. 
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With 80% reliable converters,the probability of open--circuit failure is 4%, 
and an increase in converter reliability decreases the likelihood of open-circuit 
failure. It follows that,if a Z-column array is superior to a ,3-colurrmn array 
with 4%6 open-circuit failure probability, there is little reason for further con­
sideration of simple 3-column arrays at higher converter reliabilities. 
Figure 5-2 and 5-3 show the same information as in Figure 5-1 for Z-column 
arrays only, for 90 and 95 percent reliable converters, respectively. An 
increase in reliability increases both the probability of achieving any given 
fraction of full pbwer'and the probability of not having comiplete open circuit 
failure. 
Figure 5-4 summarizes data from Figures 5-1 through 5-3. Here the 
fraction of full power which will be achieved with 98% probability is plotted 
vs number of rows for 80, 90, and 95% reliable diodes in 2-column arrays 
and for 80% reliable diodes in a 3-column ar-ray. 
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Figure 5-3 shows that,in order to respond, to the generator reliability goal 
of 0. 98 at 5. 5 years with not less than 7,0% of nominal power (Table 1-3), con­
verter reliability, approaching 95% is required to avoid very high redundancy. 
The failure statement relating to generator voltage (Vg < 3 v, Table 1-3) is 
most critical for the smallest number of rows which satisfy the generator 
power probability goal. Other than providing probabilistic assurance that 
minimum voltage requirements are observed in the array design,this analysis 
shows the absence of an optimum generator voltage based solely on array 
reliability. In general, probable generator voltage can be increased by in­
creasing the number of series connected rows in the array. This is accomp­
lished by decreasing module size for a given generator power, with resulting 
penalties in efficiency and specific power. The interaction of reliability 
criteria with other elements of parametric design is discussed in Section 7. 
DIODE RELIABILITY DEMONSTRATION 
In order to determine the reliability of a single diode over the required 
lifetime, life testing is necessary. Appendix D includes a discussion of the 
mathematics of life testing and associated confidence levels. Using the relia­
bility equation and solving for the mean lifetime required for a specified 
reliability and operating life, Table 5-1 shows the test requirements to estab­
lish converter reliability for a 10. 5 year mission with a 90% confidence level. 
Table 5-1 shows that a relatively small number of converter life tests
 
will be required to establish reliability if test time were accumulated over
 
the period of a normal system development cycle. The reliability goal treated 
in this study is achieved by the number of tests required to indicate 90% relia­
bility for 10. 5 years (equivalent approximately to 5. 5 year, 95% reliability). 
Over a 5-year development cycle,between approximately 50 and 100 converters 
will be needed to show required reliability. This number of converters 
will be required for generators assigned to missions requiring multihundred­
watt power levels. With slight additional penalties in efficiency and specific 
power, test converters could be built oversize, for example, with BOL power 
providing 1 t6 5 years decay life in excess of mission requirements. In this 
manner, most converters required for reliability testing will be available for 
incorporation in mission-assigned generators, reflecting a considerable cost 
reduction in the development program. 
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Table 5-1 
TEST REQUIREMENTS FOR 10. 5 	YEAR CONVERTER LIFE 
Reliability Mean Lifetime(1 ) Test Time Number of Failures 
(%) (yr) (yr) 0 1 2 
95 200 1 461 778 1065 
2 231 389 533 
5 93 156 213 
10 47 79 	 109 
90(2)1 00 	 1 231 390 533 
2 116 195 267
 
5 47 79 109 
10 24 40 55 
80 50 	 1 116 195 266
 
2 58 98 133
 
5 24 40 55 
10 12 zo 28 
( 1 )Mean lifetime calculated from reliability equation and rounded to nearest 
decade.
 
(Z) Reliability of 90% after 10. 5 years provides reliability approaching 95% 
for 5. 5 year mission goal. 
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Section 6 
PARAMETRIC AEROSHELL DESIGN 
The aeroshell structure (Figure 6-1) provides an operational housing for 
the converter array throughout mission life. The weight and specific power of 
the entire generator are largely determined by intrinsic converter character­
istics (module size and power) and the aeroshell structure. Electrical con­
nections (busbars, leadthroughs, and connectors) and system integration hard­
ware (shock mounts, mounting brackets, and attachment hardware) contribute 
generally small additional weight penalties. An important consideration is, 
therefore, optimum stacking of the converter array inside the aeroshell, which 
varies according to generator power and converter module selection. To facil­
itate this optimization, several aeroshell design constraints are assumed. 
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SHAPE SELECTION 
Selection of the specific generator aeroshell geometry is governed by 
four principal objectives. 
1. 	 To maximize the flexibility and efficiency of the aeroshell as an 
operational housing for converter modules. 
:2. 	 To optimize the ablative, the§mal, and impact protection of the 
radioisotope source material'within the scope of present'technology. 
3. 	 To achieve an integrated gene'rator of high specific power. 
4. 	 To minimize volume and (for some missions) cross section. 
A passively stable s'elf-orienting reentry structure in-the form of-a,flared 
cylinder was selected as a representative candidate which is consistent with 
these goals. The Isomite cells advantageously share a common aeroshell 
structure, insulator, and ablator. Use of the hemispherical graphite.nose 
allows the brunt of the aer6heating to be absorbed and re-radiated at high : 
temperatures forward of the' directly coupled converter' radiator ar.ea on the 
sides of the cylinder. Reentry heat input to the converters is relatively low. 
Use of the flare aft of the cylinder ensures a passive flight orientation control, 
ballistic coefficient control, and high-drag -surface for low aeroheating," stability, 
and low impact velocity. The self orienting effect aids tracking procedures to 
permit location of the earth impact point for recovery if desired. Prior 
knowledge of the orientation at impact allows an impact energy absorbing 
structure to be designed for minimal weight. Such a structute greatly enhances 
probabilities of-non-rupture of the helium pressure-containing aeroshell, at the 
first level of containment, and non-rupture of the individual Isomite collector 
and emitter structure at the second and third level of containment, respectively. 
At the final level of safety, provided' by the fuel form structure, the impact 
structure minimizes PuO2 fine powder production and related potential hazards. 
The flared cylinder configuration is also amenable to detailed aerothermal 
analysis and is within the scope of present technology. 
The flared cylinder is a representative configuration allowing significant 
flexibility in cell stacking. In the case where the number of cell columns is 
fixed, the total generator power and reliability can be modified by varying the 
number of rows without directly perturbing converter performance or operating 
characteristics. The axial stacking arrangement also reduces the radiation 
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dose rate in the preferred direction (axial) through self-shielding. The flare 
structur&allows for mounting mechanisms and for reentry tracking/recovery 
aids if desired; The length/diameter ratio of the aeroshell-can be increased 
with only a small decrease in specific power to provide a low drag, minimum 
cross-section configuration if these are mission'requirements. 
Other passive self-orienting configurations such as blunt cones and 
omnidirectional configurations such as high drag cubes have undergone design 
and safety study in DWDL IRAD programs. Spherical Isomite modules en­
cased in common insulator and ablator cubic structure have been identified as 
a promising concept to achieve high specific power. An estimation'of generator 
specific power using onmidirectional aeroshell configurations is presented in 
th6 review of advanced technology in Section 10. 
AEROSHELL BALLISTIC COEFFICIENT 
The aeroshell vehicle is assumed to be constrained by a fixed ballistic co-­
efficient, selected as 30 lb/ft on the basis of impact velocity, weight, and 
heating requirements. The impact velocity corresponding to this ballistic 
coefficient'is just under 200 fps. - Selection of the ballistic coefficient ( P ) in­
volves an optimization process. An increase in p means -a size and weight re­
duction for the flare,but an increase in ablation, insulation, and inpact 
structure requirements. A typical weight and impact velocity analysis is 
presented in Appendix E. 
2 
The generator design value of P=30 lb/ft is conservative for impact 
survival. Impact tests of simulated cylindrical Isomite converters (Reference 
19) indicate that unprotected devices can survive impact on granite at velocities 
exceeding ZOO fps. In the space mission configuration, converters are pro­
tectediby the aeroshell and crushup structure which is designed to absorb a 
major portion of the impact energy. Furthermore, the space between cells 
within the aeroshell will enable the devices to absorb energy by compicting. 
NUCLEAR SAFETY IN LAUNCH-PAD'ABORT- CONDITIONS 
The combination of aeroshell structure and multicell array presents an 
attractive system for safety in a launch-pad abort environment. Although the 
aeroshell will absorb impact forces, the primary containment structure is 
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contributed by the emitter and collector layers. .A thin platinum-rhodium 
layer around the fuel liner prevents high temperature oxidation and is pro­
tected against impact by the collector.. A platinum alloy layer (of equal thick­
ness) around the aeroshell is more weight efficient, but direct thermal 
contact with the fuel -is, lost. A platinum layer on the aeroshell is also 
more vulnerable to impact penetration. The oxidation barrier is incorporated 
in the converter with negligible weight penalty, because it can-be used as a 
component of "the emitter capsule. 
Analysis (Reference 20) shows that typical plutonia fuel containers clad 
with platinum will survive the currentlxmost-severe chemical propellant fires, 
provided. that good thermal coupling is .paintained with the fuel. This is be­
cause melting, not oxidation or thermal'shock, is the prime concern. Platinum­
rhodium alloys have almost negligible c'orrosion rates in contact with sea water, 
air, soil, and many other materials... The 18-mil design thickness is conserva­
tive for corrosion protection. 
REENTRY, IMPACT, AND BURIAL 
- Design and safety requirements for the generator assumed in this analysis 
are presented in Table 6-1. Reentry envelope conditions extend to super-orbital 
reentry. Figure 6-Z shows the effect of these conditions on the type of trajectory 
attained. For a maximum velocity of 36, 300 fps, there are two possible types 
of trajectories. One is the multi-elliptical orbit reentry with the body grazing 
the earth's atmosphere until final reentry. The second is a prompt, immediate 
trajectory. Above'36, 300 fps, reentry at shallow angles results in a hyper­
bolic trajectory with no return while steep angles result in prompt reentry­
and a narrow corridor exists for multt-orbit reentry. 
Selection of the worst-case reentry conditions depends upon the accident 
analysis of a given mission. For a large class of missions, abort probabilities 
are highest on ascent to an earth orbit and on boost to a superorbital trajectory. 
For aborts prior to earth orbit, the only type of trajectory is a prompt one 
with a maximum velocity of 26, 000 fps. For integrated heating and ablation, 
these abort trajectories are less severe than orbital decay trajectories. 
Thermal stresses and mechanical erosion are considerations at improbably 
steep reentry angles. The survivability of graphite heat shields at these ex­
treme conditions, while under study, has not been fully characterized. 
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For superorbital trajectories, the escape boost nornally proceeds with a 
combined gradual rise in velocity and angle. The region of hyperbolic trajec­
tories provides a potential method of complete emergency disposal. Mission 
control and backup contingencies can restrict credible combinations of abort 
reentry velocity and angle to an envelope typified by that assumed for the pre­
sent generator design as shown in Figure 6-Z. In lieu of specific mission con­
straints, selection of this envelope was necessarily somewhat arbitrary. An 
advantage of the present generator design is that it is easily scaleable to other 
envelopes. For other trajectories, added ablator and insulator weight requires 
drag augmentation by enlargement of the flare to maintain a constant ballistic 
coefficient. The attendant overall weight penalty, the major perturbation to 
the system, is then easily determinable. 
For the reentry vehicle with a fixed ballistic coefficient, graphite ablator 
thickness requirements can be calculated from worst-case trajectory heating 
and pressure transients. Previous studies of graphite-protected radioisotope 
Table 6-1
 
SAFETY CRITERIA AND GUIDELINES
 
Safety Criterion Guideline 
Fuel release None under normal or credible accident 
conditions 
Minimum design life 1Z yr (10-yr mission) 
Intact reentry Including impact and partial earth 
burial
 
Impact at terminal velocity Intact impact on granite
 
Partial earth burial maximum 2500°F (1644 0K)
 
temperature 
Hydrostatic water pressure Sufficient to limit ocean surface 
contamination below 10-2 MPG 
Corrosion life 10 half-lives 
Reentry velocity 36, 300 fps (max) 
Reentry angles All prompt reentry trajectories 
Launch-pad explosion 10, 000 psi static overpressure 
10, 000 ft-lb debris energy 
Launch-pad fire Liquid chemical propellant 
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Figure 6-2. Envelope of Design Reentry Conditions (0 = 30 Ib/ft2) 
heaters (Reference 20) show that,at a given -reentry velocity, the worst prompt 
trajectory for graphite ablation and internal temperatures occurs at the shal­
lowest proript entry angle. At 36, 300 fps, this angle is - 5rsZ' as shown, in 
Figure 6-2 for f3=30 lb/ft2 .-
The point V. 36,300 fps and y = -5. 2 was used to define the design0 
worst-case trajectory and the corresponding envelope of equivalent or less 
severe reentry conditions in Figure 6-2. The etvelope boundaries are derived 
considering the effects of integrated heating and peak heating (for whidh isovalue 
curves are plotted as a background grid in Figure 6-2) as well as air pressure 
on maximum ablation and internal temperatures. Trajectory, aeroheating, and 
thermal analysis of the reference generator design for this worst-case condition 
are presented in Section 8. 
The. present design reentry envelope is consistent with current superorbital 
reentry constraints of active radioisotope heat source programs for both small 
and large systems. The multi-orbital reentry domain is not included because of 
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the steep increase in ablator requirements which accompanies a moderately 
large number of grazing orbits prior to reentry and the expectation that aborts 
leading to these conditions will have low probability. 
The flare aft of the cylinder acts to prevent complete burial of the gener­
ator on earth impact in soil. The forward cylinder also presents a moderate 
impact loading surface. Calculations based on experimentally derived pene­
tration equations such as those used in Reference 21 indicate that the generator 
will not bury (nose first)beyond about the fifth row of cells in typical soil con­
ditions. For partial burial,surface temperatures are maintained low enough 
by natural convection to prevent soil, aeroshell,and fuel melting. Surface 
temperature rise for the low probability case of complete burial in sand or 
soil is calculated in Appendix E. 
The aeroshell structure is not expected to be breached on land impact be­
cause of the low impact velocity and crushup material. In the highly unlikely 
event that converters spill out after impact, no temperature problem exists for 
individual converter burial, even in low conductivity soil. 
THERMAL DESIGN ASSUMPTIONS 
Among the various ablator material choices, fine-grain high-density graphite 
appears best for generator applications within the context of present technology. 
POCO AXF-5Q and ATJ-S graphites have excellent thermal stress and ablation 
characteristics and are commercially available. POGO has been extensively 
tested and characterized under Transit, SNAP-19, and MDAC-W nose cone 
(RESEP) programs. MDAC-W has found this material to have high survival 
capability at heating rates considerably above those calculated for the multicell 
generator at steep entry angles. Physical and thermal property data are presented 
in Appendix E. 
Thickness requirements of the POCcfablator were derived for the generator 
configuration in Figure 6-1. Ablator thickness distribution around the gener­
ator is based on Newtonian flow theory for hypersonic continuum (laminar) 
heating. 
Insulation requirements depend in large measure on the material type, 
heat treatment, and density of insulator selected. On the nose section, severe 
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heating and high temperature thermal impedance requirements dictate selection 
of an insulator such as heat-treated pyrographite. On the sides, reentry heat­
ing is less severe and normal operating temperature considerations are more 
important. A moderate impedance insulator such as aluminum oxide, rein­
forced pyrographite, or as-deposited pyrolytic graphite could be used. Poten­
tial insulators are compared in Appendix E. 
Heat-treated (delaminated) pyrographite is the prime choice for the nose 
section because of its thermal conductivity advantage and its highly*anisotropic 
characteristic which makes it a good heat conductor circurnferentially. Under 
normal operation, waste heat will flow along the skin to the nose section and, 
to a lesser degree, to the flare section to increase the effective radiation area. 
The PG also provides backup ablation protection at moderate air pressures. 
For insulation on the c lindrical sides, as-deposited pyrographite is
 
selected. In addition to the natural thermal choking effect of the"PG insulatbr,
 
reentry temperatures are minimized by provision of copper "shoes" brazed to
 
the converters and pressing on the inside of the aeroshell. Provision is made 
to electrically isolate converters from the shell structure with an alumina 
layer applied to the aeroshell. 'The copper provides good heat transfer during 
no-rmal operation but melts on reentry to reduce thermal contact. Titanium 
.is assumed in this analysis for the aeroshell and flare structural material 
because of its light weight, moderately high melting point, and good strength. 
Impact data also exist for titanium structures (Reference 22) which categorizes 
this material with 4130 steel. A titanium thickness of 0. 03 in. is assumed 
throughout. 
CONVERTER ARRAY CONFIGURATION 
Converters may be arranged within the cylindrical housing in two possible 
stacking arrangements. One is mating the flat ends of the cylindrical cells to 
the inner curved surface of the housing. " The second is paraxial stacking with 
curved surfaces of the converters parallel to the inner curved surface of the 
housing. It can be shown, for cylindrical converters with L/D near'unity, 
that paraxial stacking is the optimum packing arrangement (minimum wasted 
space). In this analysis, paraxial stacking is assumed throughout. 
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For a given total generator power and a given cell size, there are various 
paraxial stacking arrangements. Figure 6-3 shows the internal cross-sectional 
area of the housing per cell for a typical converter module and selected radial 
groups. This curve shows that an arrangement of four or five cells around 
the circular cross-section of the housing results in optimum stacking. A 
greater number of cells around the circumference, assuming no internal cells, 
results in more wasted space. Conversely, a stacking of two or three cells 
does not result in as dense a packing as four or five dells. 
A design weight analysis for spherical and cylindrical shapes (Reference 
23) shows that,for a given volume, the optimum length of a cylinder to"attain 
minimum weight occurs when La/D a = 1. On the other hand, a preliminary 
pressure distribution analysis based on Newtonian flow theory, indicates an 
L /D close to 2 ensures aerodynamic stability. Therefore, optimum weight
a 	 a 
will occur for the reentry vehicle when converters are arranged in radial groups 
of 4 and 5 with enough rows to give an aeroshell La/D a between I and 2. 
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AEROSHELL DESIGN OPTIMIZATION 
To explore the weight parametrics with different cell stacking options, a 
DWDL computer program was used to calculate the total generator weight in­
cluding reentry vehicle with a constant ballistic coefficient of 30 Lb/ft 2 . In 
this program, individual cell dimensions and power are input and reflect the 
baseline converter design. For all practical combinations of columns" around 
the aeroshell circumference and up to 200 w total power, the pr6gram solves 
e 
the total system weight and resulting normal operating temperature at the 
graphite, surface assuming radiation to space.at a constant emissivity of 0.8 
(Reference Z4).; The code starts with three columns and takes a progressive 
number of rows until 200 we is reached. The process is.iterated for a greater 
number of columns. Detail of the iterative weight analysis are contained in. 
Appendix E. 
Trajectory and aeroheating are available from previous studies (Reference 
20) to estimate ablator thickness. Table 6-2 summarizes the aeroshell com­
ponent thicknesses assumed for the parametric weight analysis, 
Table 6-2 
ASSUMED AEROSHELL COMPONENT THICKNESS 
Component - Material Thickness (in.) 
Ablator: POCOAXF-5Q 
Nose region 0. 5 
Cylinder region 0.15 
Flare 0. 25 
Insulation Pyrographite 0. 1 
Aeroshell Structure .Titanium 0. 030 
Using the computer program, generator design and weight characteristics 
are determined for.four module powers (1, 2.5, 5, and we) of the baseline con­
verter design (Table. 1-1). These converters are characterized by Ta-O-Cs 
surfaces with 1-mil spacing, vented cylindrical emitter geometry (L/D = 1), 
and plutonia SSC fuel. Diameters (including 10 mils for electrical insulation), 
lengths (with 0. 5-in. clearance for helium vent tubes), thermal powers, and 
converter weights are inputs to the code. All possible combinations of num5er 
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of columns (between 3 and 20) and number of rows (between 1 and 20) corres­
ponding to generator powers up to 200 we are calculated. Some combinations 
result in generator L/D ratios less than unity which are considered unaccept­
able for reentry vehicle design for reasons previously discussed. 
Acceptable converter combinations are typically
-
shown for the 5-w modulee 
size in Table 6-3. Corresponding generator powers, radiation surface temper­
atures, and specific powers are delineated, Similar matrices were generated for 
other cell sizes of interest. 
The resulting specific powers for the various combinations are plotted 
against total generator power in Figure 6-4 for all module powers. Solid
 
curves are drawn through the maximum specific power attainable at any given
 
generator pqwer level. Spacing of the data bands illustrates a monotonic in­
crease in specific power with module power, the rate of gain diminishing in
 
the range 5 to 7 we power.
 
This analysis neglects a basic requirement to provide sufficient radiator 
area and allow radiator temperatures consistent withi optimum collector 
temperatures and a temperature differential across the layered structure of
 
the aeroshell. Temperature and area matching of the aeroshell/converter
 
array assembly is discussed in Section 8. 
Component thickness in Table 6-2 are chosen to provide safety margin in 
the parametric analysis. Definition of a specific generator configuration as 
described in Section 8 permits refinement of the aeroheating analysis and 
leads to a more precise assessment of aeroshell weight. A detailed thermal 
descriptioni'and'weight analysis of the 100-w e generator is contained in
 
Section 8 and related Appendix F.
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Table 6-3 
MATRIX OF GENERATOR CHARACTERISTICS FOR ALL 
ACCEPTABLE COMBINATIONS USING 5 We ISOMITE CELLS 
NUMBER OF COLUMNS (N) 
3 4 5 6 8 9 10 
L/D<1 
30 
2 S82' 
45 60 75 90 105 120 
3 3.95 ,4.06 4.12 4.15 4.17 4.18 
719. ,,49, 768 780 788 794 
60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200' 
4 4.01 4.13 4.19 4.22 4.24 4.25 4.26 4.26 
727 759 779' 793 802 808 813 816 
75 100 125 150 175- 200 
5 . 4.05 4.17 4.23 4.27 4.29 4!0 
732 765 786 801 - 811 818 
90 120 150 180 'MAXIMUM 
0 6 4.08 4.19 4.26 4.29 SPECIFIC 
736 769 791 806 POWER 
0. 
m 105 140 175 
w 
7 4.10 4.21 4.28 
739 772 794 
120 160 200 GENERATOR 
8 4.11 4.23 4.29 POWER >200 We 
741 775 797 
135 180 
9 4.12 424 
742 777 
150 200 
10 4.13 4.25 
743 778 
165 
11 4.14 LEGEND: 
745 
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Section 7 
PARAMETRIC GENERATOR CHARACTERIZATION 
Using the parametric information developed in the preceding sections, 
generators With nominal output power of 50, 100, and 200 we are character­
ized, reflecting component choices and system requirements which are 
summarized in Table 7-1. Two additional assumptions are made. 
1. 	 All converters except failed modules are designed to operate at
 
peak efficiency and do not drift off-optimum during operation.
 
2. 	 Converter short-circuit failure propensity is four times the
 
open-circuit failure rate.
 
RELIABILITY CONSTRAINTS 
Figure 5-4 can be used to determine the excess power requirement 
(redundancy) to achieve the generator reliability goal because the assumed 
converter reliability of 90%D at 10. 5 years is approximately equivalent to 
951 reliability at 5. 5 years. As an example, considering 20 converters 
(10 rows, 2 columns), Figure 5-4 shows a 9874 probability of achieving 66% 
or more of full array power. For a nominal 100-w generator, failure is 
e 
defined by an output less than 70 we at 5. 5 years. The design redundancy re­
quired at 5. 5 years, therefore,is [(0. 7 x I00)/0. 66 = 1063 we with no failures. 
Redundancy requirements for other arrays are obtained similarly. As stated 
in Section 5, with converters having higher short-circuit than open-circuit 
failure propensity, 3-column arrays are inferior to 2 -columin arrays and 
hence are not considered in this study. 
The design redundancy calculated for a nominal 100 we generator is 
plotted in Figure 7-1 against number of converters (2 x number of rows). Similar 
curves are obtained for other power levels by ratioing. Figure 7-2 shows the 
required individual module power vs number of converters, obtained by dividing 
the redundant array power (Figure 7-1) by the number of converters. The 
range of module power interest is shown in Figure 7-2 between l and 6 we 
The lower value is shown in Section 4 to be associated with rapidly 
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Table 7-1 
COMPONENT CHOICE AND SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS FOR 
PARAMETRIC GENERATOR CHARACTERIZATION 
Component or Requirement 	 . Description 
3Fuel Form .PuQ:- Solid Solution Cermet, BOL thermal power density 3. 2 wt/cm 
density 10. 5 g/cm 3 
Fuel Capsule Vented cylinder, L/D = I 
Electrode System Emitter and collector Ta-O-Cs, all surfaces active, 1-mil spacing 
Wei'ght of converter structure 2. 15 g/cm based on thin shell emitter and collector with total 50 inil 
thickness 
Converter reliability 	 90% at end of 10 year mission (10. 5 years after BOL) 
4 Generator shelf life 	 0. 5 year 
Generator reliability 	 0. 98 at BOL + 5. 5 years (including shelf life). No single failure 
catastrophic 
Generator failure statement (1) Power <70% (nominal BOL + 5. 5 year) rated power.
 
:(2) Voltage <3 v.
 
Aeroshell geometry 	 Flared-cylinder. 
Ablator choice and thickness POCO graphite; 0. 5 in. on nose; 0. 15 in. on cylinder, 0. Z5 in. on 
flare. 
Insulation choice and thickness Pyrographite, 0. 1 in. 
Aeroshell structure Titanium, Q. 030 in. thick. 
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70-2160 
decreasing efficiency. . The upper power value shown in Section 6 is 
the point at which aeroshell specific power is becoming insensitive to 
converter module power. 
The failure statement for minimum generator voltage ( 3 v at 
5. 5 years) is a requirement which places further restriction on the number 
of design alternates. Figure 7-3 shows the fraction of full-array voltage 
(derived from reliability information in Figure 5-4) achieved with 98% prob­
ability as a function of the number of rows in a Z-column array. Individual 
converter voltage and efficiency are shown in Figure 7-4 as functions of con­
verter power in the range 1 to 6 we using data from Section Z. Figure 7-5 
plots the 98% probable generator voltage as a function of number of converters 
derived fromtFigures'7-3 and 7-4. The 3-v minimum is satisfied for all 
options except the nominal 50 w generator case with less than 20 converters. 
e 
FUEL THERMAL INVENTORY AND WEIGHT 
The thermal power required at 5. 5 years is calculated by considering 
the redundant array power and converter efficiency. BOL thermal inventory, is 
la-rger by a factor -of.1..045, representing the 5. 5 year decay of the plutonia 
fuel. The results are plotted in Figures 7-6, 7-7, and 7-8 for nominal 50, 
100, and 200. we generators, respectively. Each shows.a mninimum in the BOL" 
thermal source as a result of the interaction between a declining array re­
dundancy requirement and simultaneous decrease in converter efficiency as 
the number of modules increases. 
Parametric generator weights may be derived by interpolation from 
Figure 6-4 where specific power is shown as a function of generator power 
with corfVerter power as a parameter. Generator weight is plotted in Figure 
7-6. 7-7, and 7-8 for each respective generator power. Generator weight 
rises with increasing number of converters for all cases. 
With the source and weight trends opposed, there is no well-defined 
optimum design. However, an upper boundary on the number of converters 
may be plac'ed at the minimum of the heat source curve. 
The combined influence of converter characteristics, fuel thermal power 
density, generator reliability goal and aeroshell stacking established a range 
of interest-for the number of converter modules which permit acceptable ­
66 
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generator designs. Table 7-2 summarizes the design range at each generator 
power level. 
Table 7-3 lists pertinent data for several potential designs at each gen­
erator power level. An optimum choice cannot be readily made from these 
options based on parametric data alone. This problem is discussed in Section 8. 
However, gross characterization in terms of common converter use, efficiency, 
and specific power can 	be identified. 
Table 7-4 summarizes the range of module power, efficiency, and, specific 
power derived from Table 7-3 for each nominal generator power level. 
In general terms, this parametric analysis shows that current technology 
thermionic multicell space power-generators in the 50 to 200 w power range 
e 
theoretically- achieves 	specific power between Z. 78 and 4. 5 we/lb and effi­
ciencies from6.46%to 7. 34% depending on converter size, generator power, 
and the assumed reliability goal. Minimum voltage requirements at the 50-w 
e 
generator level preclude the use of 3 to 4 we modules. Lower module power, 
proportionately higher redundancy, and-a less suitable aeroshell structure re­
-sult in lower efficiency and specific power for the nominal 50 we generator. 
The nominally 200-we generator designs offer little improvement in efficiency 
and specific power over 100-w generator options. A convenient basic gen­
e 
erator rmodule size appears,therefore, to lie within this power range. Several 
design options for 100 	and 200 we generators use a common module size be­
tween 3 and 4 w . Thus, a comnon "building-block" approach to generatore 
design is suggested for the multihundred watt power range. 
Table 7-2 
MODULE .POWER RANGE PROVIDING ACCEPTA-BLE 
GENERATOR DESIGN (1 ) 
(2)Generator Power Minimum Number Maximum Number 
(w) of Modules 	 bf Moduleb 
50 	 ZO(3) 40
 
18(4 )  
100 	 60 
3Z ( 4 )  200 	 80 
(1) Two-column array 
(2) Established at minimum BOL source power 
(3) Minimum voltage constraint . 
(4) Maximum converter size constraint 
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Table 7-3
 
GENERATOR PARAMETER DESIGN SUMMARY
 
Nominal '1aeeto 	 The rmal 
Array ( 1 ) Generator 	 Number Module Module Generat) Source Genertor 
Power of Power Power Efficiency Voltage BOL Weight 
(we) Converters (We) (we) (M) (v) (wt) (lb) 
50 	 20 53. 0 2.65 6. 98 3. 18 793 15. 0 
30 49. 5 1.65 6. 70 4. 80 772 17. 0 
40 47. 5 1.19 6.46 6,36 768 18. 0 
100 	 20 106 5.30 7.34 3. 53 1508 24. 9 
30 99 3.30 7. 10 5.34 1456 25.9 
40 95 2.38 6. 90 7. 14 1438 27. 0 
50 92 1.84 6. 75 8. 84 1424 29.4 
60 90 1. 50 6. 61 10.49 1422 30. 6 
200 	 40 190 4. 75 7. 29 7. 92 Z722 44. 5 
50 184 3. 68 7. 16 9. 86 2684 45. 7 
60 180 3. 00 7. 04 11. 73 2671 47. 6 
70 177 Z.53 6. 94 12.56 2664 48. 3 
80 174 Z,18 6. 85 15. 23 2653 50.4 
(1) 	 Array power with no failed elements to provide 70% of nominal power with 98% probability 
after 5. 5 years, using elements 90%o reliable after 10. 5 years. 
(2) Generator 	voltage achieved with 98%o probability. 
Nominal 
Generator 
Power 
(we) 
50 
100 
200 
(1) Calculated 
Table 7-4 
MODULE POWER, 
PO
EFFICIENCY, AND SPECIFIC 
RANGEWER 
Module 
Power 
Range 
(We) 
Efficiency 
Range 
Specific(1 ) 
Power 
Range 
(w/ib) 
1.19 -2.65 6.46 - 6. 98 Z.78- 3.34 
1.50 -5. 30 6.61 - 7.34 3. 26 ­ 4. 02 
2. 18 - 4. 75 6. 85 - 7. 29 3. 96 - 4. 50 
by nominal generator power/generator weight 
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Section 8 
DETAILED GENERATOR DESIGN 
The parametric generator design options discussed in Section 7 provide 
a basis for analysis of optimum generator configurations at each power level. 
In this section,a detailed design is presented for a 100-w generator based one 
constraints listed in Table 7-1. In addition to the assumptions which govern 
the parametric study of previous sections, the detailed generator design in­
volves: 
1. 	A detailed reliability analysis 
2. 	 Refined aeroheating calculations for ablator and insulator sizing. 
3. 	 A tradeoff between aeroshell structure weight, converter weight, 
and efficiency penalties to achieve adequate radiator area. 
4. 	 Consideration of system integration component configuration and 
weight. 
RELIABILITY ANALYSIS 
From previous parametric designs,the range of interest for the number of 
converters in the nominal 100 w is between 18 and 60. In this range, generator
e 
weight increases monotonically with the number of converters (Figure 7-7). 
Because a near-minimum weight generator is desirable,the detailed investi­
gated is further restricted to between 20 and 32 converters. The design is 
based on 90% converter reliability at 10. 5 years (10 year mission plus 0. 5 
years shelf life) which implies a converter mean life of 99. 7 years. With this 
mean life, the calculated reliability for an individual converter at 5. 5 years 
becomes 94. 63%. The previous assumptions of a Z-column series/parallel 
connected array and a short-circuit/open-circuit failure ratio of 4:1 are 
retained. 
Probabilistic output calculations are summarized in Table 8-1 for electrical 
arrays of Z-columns and 10 to 16 rows (20 to 32 converters) using a converter 
reliability of 94. 63%. The tabulated results represent a 6000-case analysis 
by the Monte Carlo code described in Section 5. Table 8-1 shows the 
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Table 8-1 
SUMMARY OF ARRAY RELIABILITY CALCULATIONS 
Probable Reliability at 5. 5 years
Power (Number of Converters)(%) 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 
75 91.4 90.3 91.3 95.0 93..7 93.9 94.9 
74 91.4 90.3 9.13 95.0 93.7 93.9 94.9 
73 92.5 93. 0 96. 3 95. 1 94.7 95.8 97. 2 
72 92. 5 93. 0 96.3 95. 1 94.7 95.8 97.2 
71 92. 5 93. 0 96.4 95.8 96.4 97.7 97. 2 
70 94.4 97. 2 96.4 95. 8 96.4 97.8 97. 6 
69 94.4 97. 2 96.9 97.3 -98. 97.8 97.6 
68 94.4 97.2 96.9 97.3 98.3 98.2 9. 
67 97.9 97.2 96.9 97.3 98.3 98.2 98.8 
66 97.9 97.7 97.8 98. 7 98. 6 98.9 99.2 
65 97.9 97.7 97.8 98.7 98.6 98.9 99.2 
64 97. 9' 97. 7 97.8 98.7 98.6 98.9 99.2 
63 998.4 98.9 99.0 99.2 99.3 99.2 
62 98. 2 98.4 98.9 99. 0 99.2 99.3 99. 2 
61 98. 2 98.4 99.1 99.4 99.4 99.4 99. 6 
probability of achieving any percentage of full array power for each number of 
converters.. 
At the 98% 'probability level, (shown by boxed numbers in Table' 8-1) the 
percentage of full array power which can be achieved is shown in Figure 8-1. 
The erratic appearance of the results is almost completely attributable to the dis­
crete nature of the failures; for example, in the 2 x 10 array there is no com­
bination of failures which will lead to 66%, 65%, or 64% of full array power. 
Statistical fluctuations can be almost completely eliminated as a cause. 
The 6000 histories were accumulated in two runs, one of 2000, and one of 4000 
cases. The differences between the results for each set are not sufficient.to 
change the 98% probable power fraction. 
Using the results shown in Figure 8-1, the required full array power and 
derived converter power at 5. 5 years. are plotted in Figure 8-2 as functions 
of number of converters. ' 
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REFINED AEROTHERMAL ANALYSIS 
An aerothermal analysis was performed for'a flared cyliid'er with a 
ballistic coefficient of 30 lb/ft 2 to derive required graphite ablator and insu­
lation thicknesses and normal operating and worst-case reentry temperature. 
An oblate rotating earth atmosphere model for a free-moving point mas's was 
used to simulate reentry trajectory characteristics. A computer program was 
used to solve the equations of motion and compute the aerodynamic heat rate, 
stagnation point air pressure, and enthalpy. Results for a worst-case trajectory 
(entry velocity = 36, 300 fps, entry angle at 400, 000 ft = -5. 20) are plotted 
against time in Figure 8-3. The heating rate is the actual (radius corrected) 
cold-wall heat-rate to the center of the hemispherical nose (-stagnation point). 
These parameter transients were input to a graphite ablation code which 
solves for the time behavior of the oxidation and sublimation rates. The total 
ablation rate at the stagnation point is shown in Figure 8-4 together with the 
oxidation rate. Areas under these curves are total amounts of ablation (per unit 
surface area). Dividing by the graphite density yields the total depth of graphite 
ablated. 
These results indicate that 0. 24 in. are removed from the front face for 
the assumed wor-st-case trajectory. Evaluation of current-technology analytical 
methods and confidence levels (Reference 25) indicates that a safety factor on the 
order of 1. 5 is well advised to absolutely ensure a conservative design. 
Consequently, a design thickness of 0.35 in. at the nose point was selected. 
Ablation distributions around the generator are dependent on the pressure 
and aeroheating distributions.. Modified Newtonian theory can be used for 
locations on the nose within about 60 degrees of the stagnation-point. Calculated 
graphite ablation distributions are summarized in Table 8-2 and discussed 
further in Appendix F. 
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Table 8-2 
POCO GRAPHITE ABLATION RESULTS 
Depth Depth Design 
Ray Angle Sublimated Oxidized Total Safety Thickness (0) (in.) (in.) (in. ) Factor (in.) 
0 0. 04 0. Z0 0.24 1.45 0.35 
30 0. 03 0. 17 0. 20 1.45 0. 29 
45 0.01 0. 14 0. 15 1.45 0. 22
 
60 0 0.10 0.10 1. 5 0.15
 
90 0 0.04 0.04 2.25 0. 10
 
sides 0 0. 04 0. 04 2. 25 0. 10
 
flare 0 0.10 0.10 1. 5 0.15
 
For ray angles approaching Tr/2 and on the cylindrical region, analytical 
methods are not as well established. As a resulta larger safety factor is 
introduced. 
Aeroheating at locations away from the stagnation point for a hemispher­
ical-ended cylinder may be determined from literature sources for hemi­
spheres and end-on cylinders (Reference 26). Figure 8-5 shows the heating 
distribution, normalized to the stagnation point, around the nose and along 
the axial length of the sides (Reference 26). Oxidation and sublimation depth 
estimates are based on this aeroheating distribution. 
REENTRY TEMPERATURES 
T6 determine generator temperatures during a worst-case reentry tra­
jectory, the thermal model depicted in Figure 8-6 was used. This is a 
one-dimensional radial-heat-transfer model with uniform surface heating, 
heat conduction through the heat shield and aeroshell layers, and radiation 
across the gap to the fuel capsule. Four nodes represent the fuel capsule 
(including emitter) and one node represents the lumped capacitance of col­
lector, copper shoes, alumina electrical insulation, and aeroshell (on a per­
module basis). Two nodes each are used for the insulator and ablator, where 
the outermost node is a zero capacitance node which receives aeroheating, 
radiates to space, and conducts inward. The insulator thickness shown in 
Figure 8-6 is 0. 15 in., determined on the basis of these heat transfer cal­
culations and represents an increase over that assumed for the parametric 
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analysis in Section 6. A heat transfer computer program is utilized to solve 
the finite difference equations at discrete time steps. 
- The surface heating is taken to be 16%/ of the stagnation point heat rate.
 
this is the approximate average heat rate on the cylindrical gides according to
 
Figure 8-3. Second-order heating corrections such as the hot-wall correction
 
factor, oxidation heating, and transpiration cooling of the carbon monoxide are
 
not included.
 
Most material properties were held constant in the analysis. An exception 
is the thermal conductivity of the pyrographite insulation which decreases 
rapidly with temperature (a tabular interpolation routine was used). AA average 
effective ernissivity of 0. 08 for the emitter gap was assumed based on known 
heat transfer characteristics of the emitter/collector surfaces. 
Results for z. -5. 2 trajectory at 36, 300 fps entry velocity (design con­
dition) are shown in -Figure 8-7. Ablator surface, collector, and emitter 
temperatures are shown as a function of time to impact. These results are 
-very conservative-because the benefit of melting the copper shoes is not con 
s idered. Copper will melt at about 1350 0 K (after 110 seconds) reducing the heat 
transfer from the aeroshell to the collector. Thus, after about I10 seconds, the 
collector temperature will separate from the aeroshell temperature and level off 
at about 1370°K. The emitter temperature will increase at a slower rate thah 
shown and will probably remain below 1400 *K. Fuel temperatu-res will follow 
the emitter ternperature. 
A principal result of the refined aerothermal analysis is the reduction of 
ablator thickfiess over the whole aerosliell structure compared with thicknesses 
assumed previously in the parametric study.. This gain is partially compensated 
by the increased insulator thickness required. However, a net reduction in aero­
shell structure weight is indicated by the detailed aerothermal calculations. 
Maximum helium pressures released from the fuel can be estimated from 
reentry temperature history (Appendix F). Considering the ultimate stress 
limits of leading high temperature titanium alloys, it is evident that the aeroshell 
must be vented for operation at 1370 'K under reentry heating conditions. There­
fore, the reference design is provided with a rupture diaphragm (built into 
the aeroshell pump downtube) designed to release helium at pressures below 
those whic-h impair, aeroshell integrity. 
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Figure 8-7. Worst-Case Reentry Temperatures (Perfect Aeroshell/Collector Contact) 
This provision is considered, however, as an emergency contingency 
necessitated by the present accuracy of current techniques for predicting the 
amount of helium release from the fuel. Best available analysis to date 
(Reference 20) indicates that, at most, 5 percent of the helium will be released 
at 1370'K in 300 seconds, the approximate time span at temperature. On this 
basis, the helium pressure will be only 5% of that considered, and no venting 
should occur. 
COLLECTOR TEMPERATURE INFLUENCE 
The 5-parameter code described in Section 2 was used to determine sub­
optimum converter designs as a function.of collector temperature. These 
calculations provide converter efficiency, diameter, weight, and voltage as a 
function of temperature for each module power level. A typical set of results, 
for the 20-converter configuration, is shown in Figure 8-8. The irregularities 
visible at 780 0K are attributable to incomplete convergence of the optimization 
technique and have essentially no effect on the generator optimization. Sub­
optimum converter characteri-stics for several array options reflecting the 
influence of Tc, are used to establish an optimum generator configuration. 
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GENERATOR CONFIGURATION 
For each number of converters there are at leasttwo, and usually more, 
ways in which the cells may be stacked in the flared-cylinder aeroshell while 
meeting the requirement that the shell aspect ratio be greater than unity. For 
each stacking arrangement and each collector temperature, aeroshell dimensions 
and weight are obtained using the detailed aerothermal analysis with specific 
allowance for changing converter size. The amount of heat to be radiated to 
space is obtained from converter power and efficiency. 
The temperature drop through the aeroshell insulator can be calculated from 
the conductivity and area of the pyrographite layer. For these calculations, 
temperature-independent conductivity of 0. 83 Btu/hr-ft-F was assumed for the 
pyrographite (0. 15-in. thick) and 35. 2 Btu/hr-ft-F for the 0. 10-in. thick POCO 
graphite ablator. With the radiator temperature established, the area required 
to radiate the waste heat to space is calculated assuming an emissivity of 0. 8 and 
compared with the actual radiator area. For purposes of this study, the effective 
radiator area is assumed to include the nose hemisphere but notthe flare. A radiation 
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sink temperature of zero is used; the error is less than 0. 1% for actual sink 
temperatures less than about330°K. Typical results are shown in Figure 8-9 for 
a 20-converter array withboth3 and4converters per ring. In this case, the 
collector temperature must be greater than about 8Z7K for the 4 x 5 stacking 
and 	about 777 0 K for the 3 x 7 layout. For each one, the minimum allowable 
temperature is greater than the temperature for peak efficiency, so the min­
imum allowable temperature is chosen as the tentative design point. Converter 
parameters at this temperature were obtained from linear interpolation. 
This method was incorporated in a simple computer code. For any 
number of converters the code starts with a 3-converter row configuration 
and,for each collector temperature, calculates the required and available 
radiator areas. The minimum acceptable temperature is chosen as the de­
sign point unless it is lower than the optimum collector temperature,in which 
case, the latter is used. Generator weight is then calculated including an 
appropriate flare. The code iteratively examines configurations with more 
converters per row until a configuration which has a cylindrical aspect ratio 
of less than 1. 25 results, at which point the code terminates. 
A summary of the results for the 100-We generator using this code is 
included in Table 8-3. The generator weight and thermal source required 
are plotted against the number of converters in Figures 8-10 and 8-11. The 
smooth curves shown in parametric designs (Section 7) have been replaced by quite 
irregular plots. The irregularities have two sources. 
1. 	 The required generator power does not change smoothly because.of the 
discreteness of failures. 
2. 	 The specific power changes depending on whether a particular stack­
ing arrangement has many open spaces (with 4 converters per ring,
7 rings are needed for either 26 or 28 converters, adversely affect­
ing the generator weight with 26 converters). 
Figures 8- 10 and 8-11 show that a minimum occurs in both weight and 
thermal source with 28 converters. For larger numbers of converters, 
the 	thermal source requirement drops to still lower values, but the weight 
increases rapidly. The minimum source is achieved with a stacking arrange­
ment of 3 cells per row, but this arrangement is only marginally better 
than 4 modules per row which is significantly lighter. Using 4 cells per row 
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Table 8-3
 
WEIGHT AND THERMAL SOURCE CALCULATIONS ( 00-We GENERATOR)
 
No. of 
Diodes 
Generator 
Power (we) 
Cell Power 
(we) 
No. per 
Row 
No. of 
Rows 
Generator 
Weight (ib) 
Source at 
BOL (wt) 
z0 111.111 5. 5556 3 
4 
5 
7 
5 
4 
23. 39 
23-. 51 
24. 3,3 
1579 
1633 
1709 
22 Ill. 111 5.0505 3 
4 
5 
8 
.6 
5 
23.'98 
23. 70 
3. 85 
1587 
1600 
1615 
24 111.111 4.6296 3 
4 
5 
8 
6 
5 
24. 16 
24. 12 
Z4. 35 
1596 
1628 
1650 
co 
26 
28 
106.061 
101.449 
4. 0293 
3.6248 
3 
4 
5 
3( )  
4(Z) 
9 
7 
6 
10 
7(2)M3. 
23. 90 
23. 60 
23.65 
3.69 
05(Z) 
1536 
1541 
1544 
1483 
1490 (2) 
5 , 6 23, 14 1497 
30 102.94 i 3.4314 3(1)
4 
5 
6 
10 
8 
6 
5 
24. 09 
23. 80 
23. 74 
23. 92 
1510 
1510 
1538 
1557 
32 102.941 3.2169 3(1)4(1) 
5 
6 
118 
7 
6 
24.65'
Z4.00 
Z4, 06 
24.12 
15201520 
1521 
1526 
(1) Converters operate at optimrum collector temperature. 
(2) Optimum design option for minimum generator weight and near-minimum BOL thermal inventory. 
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32 
has two additional advantages: it permits a very simple and light electrical 
interconnection layout within the generator, and, by having the current flow 
in both directions, allows for a minimal external magnetic field. 
SYSTEM INTEGRATION OF AEROSHELL ASSEMBLY 
Mechanical and electrical integration components are required to attach 
the aeroshell assembly to the space vehicle, provide reentry separation, and 
bring the electrical output to convenient terminals. Figure 8-12 shows a 
typical method for mounting the generator on the vehicle structure. Table 8-4 
summarizes the mounting component weights required, for example, to isolate 
a 50-lb aeroshell structure from vehicle-imposed shock and vibration condi­
tions of 100 g for 0. 5 ms and 20 g from 0 to 2000 Hz, respectively. 
Electrical connection losses decrease with increasing generator voltage. 
Figures 8-13 and 8-14 show parametric characteristics of the electrical leads, 
assuming OFHC (oxygen-free high-conductivity) copper for the lead material. 
OFHC copper is chosen for its high efficiency, low vapor pressure, and high 
ductility. High ductility minimizes interconverter mechanical load trans­
mission resulting from thermal expansion and launch loading effects. Lead 
optimization may be expressed in terms of overall generator specific power 
and voltage. Details of the analytical method are discussed in Appendix F. 
Figure 8-13 shows minimum weight connector sizing data for a nominal 
generator specific power of 4 we/lb. Except for the parallel interconnects 
(FigureD-l), the cross-sectional area of all electrical connectors is estab­
lished by current flow, independent of connector length. 
Figure 8-14 shows connector power loss and weight characteristics as 
a function of generator output voltage, per foot of effective connector length. 
The effective connector length may be determined approximately by summing 
1. Main bus lengths 
2. One-half of collector bus lengths 
3. Total length of series interconnects in one column 
The collector bus carries, on the average, one-half the generator current. 
Because current divides proportionally among the columns in the generator, 
series interconnector weight is proportional to generator power output and 
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Table 8-4 
MOUNTING AND SEPARATION SYSTEM WEIGHTS 
Unit Weight 
Component Source Quantity (1b) 
Attachment Standoff (1) 4 0. 15 
Vibration Mounting () 4 0.31 
Explosive Nut (3) 4 0. 30 
Mounting Bolts (4) 4 0. 04 
Total Weight 
(1) Standard forged aluminum fitting 
(2) Standard HT series mounting, Lord Mfg. Co. 
(3) Space Ordnance Systems 
(4) Standard 1Z-pt high strength 1/4-28 UNF bolt 
0.10 
- Z 
02 
0.08 
0.04 
TEMPERATURE: 800°F0-
SPECIFIC POWERz 4W/LB 
< 0.04 w "I0.2 
J-
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Figure 8-13. Connector Sizing 
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current but is essentially independent of the number of columns in the generator. 
The multicell generator configuration is coinpact, and therefore, the main bus 
connecting the generator to the power converter can be expected to contribute
 
the predominant weight and power losses which are, in any case, small and
 
typically less than 10 of generator Weight and power output, respectively. 
DETAILED 100 w GENERATOR DESIGN 
e 
The optimum design of a 100 we multicell generator, reflecting all con­
straints described previously, is shown in Figure 8-15 and incorporates 28 
converters arranged in the reentry vehicle as a 4-column, 7-row array. 
Electrically, the converters are connected as a 2-column, 14-row array to meet 
reliability criteria. Figure 8-15 shows major dimensions and component 
descriptions of converters, aeroshell, and system integration structure. 
The basic structure of the aeroshell is a pressure vessel made of titanium
 
alloy. Thermal insulation is provided by a layer of pyrographite 0. 150 in
 
thick on the cylinder, 0. 100 ih. thick on the-flare cone, and a maximum of
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Figure 8-15. 100-Waft Multicell Generator 
0. 250 in. thick on the nose of the vehicle. A POGO graphite ablator is applied 
to the outer surface of the pyrographite to a thickness of 0. 100 in. on the 
cylinder, 0. 150 in. on the-flare and up to 0. 35 in. thick on the nose (Table 
8-2 summarizes radial ablator thickness on nose). Stainless-steel honeycomb 
is incorporated in the nose of the vehicle to provide impact attenuation. The 
flare cone is welded to the cylinder aft of the last converter row to provide an 
unimpaired thermal radiation surface. All parts of the cylinder, nose, aft 
shell, and flare are 0. 030 in. thick titanium alloy. 
A ring 0. 030 in. thick is welded to the inside of the flare cone to'provide 
stiffness to the flare and for attachment of the mounting fittings. Standard 
vibration mounts are, in turn, attached to a base plate whose edges are formed 
to match a modified Marman clamp. This mates with the spacecraft sup­
port structure. An explosively actuated release device is attached to the clamp 
to ensure that the reentry vehicle can separate from the spacecraft and orient 
itself as it enters the atmosphere. 
The shock mounts specified for the configuration shown in Figure 8-15 
are Lord Mfg. Co. ITi-Z0.or equal. This type of mount utilizes an elasto­
meric material as the damping medium3 in which internal friction provides a 
nonlinear spring rate. Snubbing characteristics of this material increase at 
an exponential rate and permit gentle bottoming under heavy shock forces. 
Transmissibility at resonant frequency varies slightly with temperature be­
tween -220' and +420'K. At the higher temperature, maximum transmissibility 
may reach a factor of 3. At the lower temperature, the factor is less than 
2. 25. Both maximums occur in a frequency range of 18 to 22 Hz. Above 
100 Hz, the transmissibility factor drops to less than 5% throughout the full 
temperature range. 
Other features of the chosen mount include a fail-safe design in which the 
inner member has a flange larger in diameter than the opening in the outer 
housing. The maximum axial deflection of each HTI-20 is 0.25 in under a 
load of 440 lb. In the radial direction the mount deflects about 0. 20 in under 
a load of 200 lb. 
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Details of the reference design include: 
1. 	 larne sprayed alumina on the inside of the pressure vessel
 
prevents electrical shorting of the converters.
 
2. 	 Titanium alloy spacers coated with alumina maintain the position 
of the converters and isolate them electrically. 
3. 	 Minimum electrical lead runs save connector weight. 
4. 	 A he'rmetically sealed electrical connector is welded into the aft shell. 
5. 	 Flare. stiffener ring cut out and smoothly tapered provides a strong 
attachment point for the vibration mounts. (Attaching these mounts 
directly to the thin shell of the flare would cause acute stress dis­
continuity and impair the reliability of the flare. 
6. 	 Each converter is supplied with a copper shoe brazed to the outer 
surface of the collector body. This shoe provides efficient heat con­
duction to the graphite surface. Melting of the shoe upon reentry 
acts 	as a thermal switch. 
7. 	 The cylindrical bod'r shell is fitted with a pump-down.tube. through 
which the completed assembly is evacuated and the tube welded shut 
in the final process. This provides a large void volume into which 
helium generated by decay of the plutonium fuel is vented. This , 
feature minimizes the structural weight of the converter and maximizes 
the reliability and long-term safety of the generator. The purnpdown 
tube contains a frangible section to relieve excessive helium pressure 
stress in the aeroshell. 
8. 	 The reference mounting system using an extensible boom ensures 
removal of the generator to a safe distance to void interference with 
experiments by nuclear radiation. 
Table 8-5 gives a detailed breakdown of design characteristics. 
The 	detailed 100-w e generator design generally substantiates the perform­
ance 	trends identified in the parametric study, indicating an overall nominal 
specific power of 4 We/lb and 7% conversion efficiency. Generktor design is 
significantly influenced by assumed system constraints. 
A change in reliability requirements or a mission constraint involving 
operation in, for example, a gravity field will favor other design options. 
Missions which require low drag and/or small cross section could be accom­
modated with different converter array and aeroshell configurations. Appro­
priate design choices could provide the multicell generator with up to an order 
of magnitude smaller cross section than that of the flared cylindea treated in 
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Table 8-5 
100 We-GENERATOR DESIGN SUMMARY 
Generator nominal, design power (We) 100 
Generatdr mission life (years) 10 
Generator shelf life (yedir) 0.5 
Generator reliability goal 	 1) 0. 98 at BOL + 5. 5 yeats 
2) No single convexter failure 
catastrophic 
Generatur iaxxure statement 	 1) Power <70 we 
2) Voltage < 3 v 
Converter emitter Ta- O-Cs 
Converter collector Ta- O-Cs 
Converter' electrode'gap (mil) 1 
Converter geometry Cylinder, all surfaces active 
Helium management Vented'. 
Converter reliability 90% at 10. 5 years 
Converter failure mode Short circuit:open circuit= 4:1 
Aeroshel-l geometry Flared cylinder 
Aeroshell inner diameter (in.) 2.9 
Aeroshell outer diameter (in.) 3. 5 
Aeroshell cylindrical length (in.) 11. 5 
Aeroshell overall length (in.) 18. 1 
Flare diameter (in.) 12. 1 
Ballistic coefficient (lb/ft2 ) 30 
Radiator temperature (0 K) 801 
Temperature difference across insulation (0 K) 27 
Aeroshell weight summary (lb) 
Graphite on nose 0. 55 
Graphite on sides 2.20 
Copper shoes and alumina 0.59 
Impact plate'and crushup 0.23
 
Titanium aeroshell 0.63
 
Graphite on flare 2.74
 
Flare structure 	 0.74
 
Total aerqshell weight (lb) 	 7.68 
Number of converters 	 28 
Converter stacking arrangement 
Array columns 4 
Array rows 7 
Converter electrical connection 
Column 2 
Rows 14 
Converter-diameter and length (in.) 1. 19 
EOL converter power (we) 3.63 
EOL Converter efficiency (M) 7. 1 
BOL thermal power per converter (wt) 53, 2 
Converter weight (lb) 0. 57 
Converter array weight (lb) 15.96 
Total aeroshell and converter array weight (lb) 23.64 
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Table 8r5 
100 We-GENERATOR DESIGN SUMMARY (Continued) 
Fuel centerline temperature (°K) 1235 
Emitter temperature (°K) 1205 
Collector temperature (°K) 828 
Emitter Q/A (wt/cmZ) 1.35 
Generator nominal specific power (We/lb) 4.23 
Generator voltage (v) 6.92 
Generator current (A) 14.45 
Electrical connector weight (lb) 0. 10 
Flare stiffener and titanium spacer weight (lb) 0. 13 
Aeroshell mount weight( 1 ) (lb) 0.68 
Connector power loss (w ) 0.25 
EOL overall efficiency (o) 7.08 
Overall generator weight (ib) 24. 55 
Overall nominal generator specific power 
(We/Ib) 	 4.07 
Dose rate at 20-ft from flare along major axis(3)(4) 
Neutron current (N/cm z sec) 	 3.4 
Y dose rate (mrad/hr) 	 0.03 
(1) 	Shock mounts only charged to generator. Mounting weight is influenced 
by generator weight. (Example is included in Table 8-4 for 50-lb
 
generator).
 
(2) 	 Allowing for additional connector loss. 
(3) 	 Calculated at 5 years into mission for current grade PuOz (1.2 ppm 
Pu-236 and 104 neutrons/sec-g Pu-238) 
(4) 	Shielding calculations were based on Arnold's Handbook (Reference 27). 
Arnold's data were corrected with a self shielding factor to account for 
generator L/D ratio and materials in the source region. 
this report or of an RTG of equivalent power. The gross performance level 
of this concept has, however, been established with a high degree of confidence 
for 	the stated assumptions of current and/or near-term technology. This 
performance level, which is attractive and competitive with the next generation 
of 	RTGs, in combination with long-term growth potential discussed briefly in 
the next section, provides strong motivation for development of the multicell 
thermionic conversion system. 
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SUPPORTING EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE OF QUASI-VACUUM
 
MODE CONVERTER PERFORMANCE
 
Effort in a DWDL Independent Research and Development (IRAD) program 
has been undertaken to provide a limited check on the validity of the calcu­
lational methods used in this study. A simulated converter (Figures 9-1 and 
9-2) incorporating Ta-O-Cs electrodes with an electrical heater for the thermal 
source was instrumented to yield data on the emitter thermal balance. 
Emitter and collector temperatures were measured using thermocouples. 
The effective ernissivity was obtained from the cooling curve by subtracting a 
first-power temperature dependent component from the heat loss and fitting the 
remainder to aA(T ) relationship. Correction was made for the heat losses 
70-1591-A 
Figure 9-1. Components of Converter Simulation Experiment 
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Figure 9-2. Emitter and Collector Assembly 
through the ends of the experimental apparatus. To calculate electron cooling, 
the emitter and collector work functions were estim~ated from the saturation 
currents and measured electrode temperatures. 
A set of results is compared in Table 9-1 with a calculation using the same 
materials, electrode spacing, collector temperature, and approximate gross 
power output. General agreement between theory and experiment are observed. 
The largest disagreement in the thermal balance is the gas conduction, which 
can be attributed to a difference in the cesium accommodation coefficient used 
in the calculation; the computer calculation used 0. 6, while 1. 0 was used in the 
calculation for the experimental device. 
in Figure 9-3, the error bar indicates the operational region of the device 
on the efficiency vs Q/A plane. Output in excess of 600 mwe was achieved at 
approximately 0. 7 wt/cm 2 . Indicated conversion efficiency ranged from 3. 8% 
(Table 9-1) to 5. 2% depending on the degree of conservatismn exercised in the 
estimation of end loss. The mean indicated efficiency agrees closely with 
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the theoretical value shown by the 600 mw e isopower line, which includes the 
effect of gravity on the conduction loss. The theoretical isopower curve was 
derived from the same parameters and materials properties used for generator 
performance calculations in this study. The close agreement of a practical 
demonstration with a relatively unrefined experiment provides strong support 
for the feasibility of the quasi-vacuum mode thermionic concept. 
Table 9-1 
COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND
 
CALCULATED RESULTS
 
Emitter Thermal Balance 
Experimental Calculated 
Thermal Input (wt) 16.7 15. 5 
Radiation (wt) 7. 5 7.18 
Electron Cooling (wt) 5.4 5.92 
Gas Conduction (wt) 3.3 1. 66 
Support Conduction (wt) 0. 61 
Lead Conduction (wt) 0.6 0.14 
Converter Parameters 
Experimental Calculated 
Thermal Input (wt) 16.7 16. 5 
Power Generated (we) 0.63 0. 64 
Efficiency (%) 3.8 4.1 
Emitter Temperature (°'K) 1073 1030 
Emitter Work Function (ev) 1.82 1. 55 
Collector Temperature (0K) 828 828 
Collector Work Function (ev) 1. 54 1. 48 
Emission Barrier (ev) 1.94 
Spacing (rmil) 1 1 
Cesium Reservoir Temperature (°K) 490 490 
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Figure 9-3. Comparison of Theoretical 	and Experimental Efficiency for 600 mweConvener 
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Section 10 
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY REVIEW 
Growth potential of the Isomite multicell generator concept may be ex­
pected to involve high thermal power density radionuclide fuel development 
and evolution in converter and aeroshell design. Significant improvernent 
in conversion efficiency, specific power,and cost result from anticipation of 
a suitable curia fuel form. A comparison of future Pu-238 and Cm- 2 44 fuel 
forms projects curium cost as one-fifth that of plutonium per thermal watt 
(Reference 28). For comparison with the plutonia-based system discussed 
previously, curia cermet properties discussed in Section 4 are assumed in the 
following analysis. 
CUBIC OMNIDIRECTIONAL VEHICLE FOR 
CURIUM-FUELED CONVERTERS 
Integration of a reentry protection system with advanced technology, 
spherical, curium-fueled converters has been analytically scanned using tech­
niques described previously for several potential reentry configurations (flared 
cylinder, blunt cone, and cube). Arrangement of the spherical cells within a 
common cubic heat shield is found to be promising for high specific power with 
safety advantages in several areas. 
For a simple lattice structure of hard spheres, a face-centered cubic 
(cubic close-packed) arrangement minimizes interstitial volume (Reference 
29) and is therefore an optimum packing arrangement. As shown in Figure 10-1, 
14 spheres are placed in a cubic lattice, eight spheres in corners and six in the 
faces. The interstitial volume fraction is 0. 26 and the sphere volume fraction 
is 0. 74. The spheres can be placed to vent at the cube center with a curia vapor 
absorbant material in the interstitial volume. This assures that traces of radio­
active material would not vent along with the helium. The inactive helium would 
be vented through the cubic graphite heat shield. 
The cubic heat shield geometry advantageously reduces reentry aeroheating, 
ablation depth, and the impact velocity to a minimum (Reference 30). The cube 
is omnidirectional and has an advantage in increased reliability as a reentry 
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Figure 10-1. Cubic Omnidirectional Reentry Vehicle Concept with Spherical Curium Isomite Converters (x\ 100 we) 
protection vehicle. Use of spherical modules coupled with the low impact 
velocity of a cubic aeroshell eliminates the need of an impact-attentuation 
structure. The cubic aeroshell provides a high-area radiation surface for 
maximum flexibility in accommodating converter operating temperatures and, 
for some missions, low orbital drag and radar cross sections. 
Further analysis and experimental testing is needed to verify the potential 
of this concept. Major problem areas requiring investigation are: 
1. Launch pad abort fire and debris safety 
2. Mechanical and thermal shock integrity 
3. Design of non-detrimental electrical leads through the heat shield 
4. Achievement of adequate flexibility in generator design 
4. Safety verification of selective venting helium management 
For the purposes of an advanced technology review, however, this repre­
sentative configuration provides significant growth potential for the multicell 
generator concept. 
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ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY MULTICELL GENERATOR 
Figure 10-1 shows a schematic section of a spherical converter/cubic 
aeroshell assembly. Advanced technology converter design is characterized 
by spherical vented emitter capsules in place of cylindrical capsules, curia 
fuel in place of plutonia SSC, and W-O-Cs electrode surfaces in place of Ta­
based surface systems. Future generator design would incorporate any of 
these advanced individually or in other combinations, but analysis of each of 
these is not within the scope of this study. 
Typical characteristics of curium-fueled system with the sphere/cube 
configuration are presented in Table 10-1 and Figure 10-2, and reflect the 
generator design approach and insight gained from the parametric study portion 
of this report. 
The optimized spherical modules (considered at integer power levels from 
1 to 7 we) are encased with a cubic pyrographite insulator and POCO ablator each of 
0. 25 in. thickness (the insulator has rounded corners). An electrical insula­
tion standoff distance of 0. 02 in. between modules is assumed. The interstitial 
volume is assumed to be occupied by a hypothetical impact/heat sink/Cm 2 03 
.vapor absorber material of density 0. 2 lb/in. 3 
Table '0-1 
CHARACTERISTICS OF 14 SPHERICAL CURIUM-FUELED 
CONVERTERS IN CUBIC REENTRY VEHICLE 
Cell Cell ".Cube Surface Generator Generator Specific Surface Emitter
 
Power Diameter Length Area Weight Power Power Temp Temp
 
(we) (in. ) (in. ) (in.2) (lb) (We) (w/b) ( OK) ('K)
 
1 0.591 2.48 36.8 1.47 14 9.50 619 1480 
2 0. 694 2.7Z 44. 5 2. 12 28 13.21 695 1570 
3 0. 776 '2.92 51.2 2. 68 42 15.65 731 1600 
4 0.840 3.08 56.8 3.20 56 17.50 763 1635 
5 0.888 3. 19 61.1 3.71 70 18.86 786 1680 
6 0.933 3.30 65.4 4. 21 84 19.96 813 1700 
7 0.978 3.41 69.7 4.7Z 98 20.78 83Z 1720 
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Figure 10-2. EOL Specific Power of Advanced Technology Spherical Curium-Fueled Generators 
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The results describe converter performance at the end of a 10. 5-year 
mission and corresponding decay in full power density. For 7 -we converter 
arrays, a specific power of over 20 we/lb is obtained. Generator weights do 
not include electrical leads, mounting structure weights, or structural 
changes required to assure that optimum collector temperatures can be 
obtained in all cases. In Table 10-1 emitter temperatures of the larger power 
modules exceed 1600°K. As a result, these converters may have more 
favorable performance by operating in the conventional thermionic arc dischar, 
mode. This possibility is worthy of further study. 
A similar analysis was performed for spherical curia-fueled converters 
arranged in the more conservative flared-cylinder aeroshell discussed in this 
report. Results are included in Figure 10-2 for comparison with the cubic 
structure. The flared-cylinder aeroshell places an arbitrary constraint on 
potential specific power of the concept. The specific power of the curia-fueled 
flared-cylinder configuration is, however, approximately a factor of 3 to 4 
times that of the flared-cylinder plutonia-fueled generator and thus indicates a 
substantial performance gain within an aeroshell technology spectrum of 
relatively higher credibility than is currently associated with the omnidirectior 
cube. 
For missions requiring low radiation levels, additional shielding is requir 
for the curia-fueled generator to approach the neutron and gamma levels 
associated with plutonia-fueled systems. DWDL calculations show that the 
weight of the additional shield added to the curia generator provides a system 
still with twice the specific power of the equivalent plutonia-fueled device. 
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Section 11 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
All objectives of the Phase I and Phase HI design study have been satisfied. 
The plutonia-fueled quasi-vacuum mode thermionic multicell space power 
generator is shown to provide a highly flexible and redundant modular power 
supply satisfying space power requirements in the 50 to 200 we range with 
total accommodation of system requirements. A basic "building block" module 
power in the range 3 to 4 we is identified for generators with nominal power 
between 100 and 200 we- The feasibility of a wide range of generator power 
and configuration options using a single basic module has tremendous economic 
benefit, both in the development and qualification program stages. Special 
mission requirements, such as low orbital drag, small radar cross section, 
and radiation resistance can be incorporated in the generator design by relativ 
simple configurational changes in the aeroshell without modification to the 
converter modules. 
The flared-cylinder is representative of an aeroshell configuration which 
provides, in conjunction with the modular Isomite array concept, four levels 
of fuel containment. The modularity of the array divides the total fuel inventol 
into approximately 50 wt units operating with center line temperatures no more 
than 30'K above emitter temperature. At emitter flux densities characteristic 
of the plutonia-fuel generator, Ta-O-Cs emitter temperatures optimize between 
11500 and 1250'K. Quasi-vacuum mode thermionic conversion is, therefore, 
compatible with the current and developing plutonia fuel technology required fo 
planned RTG and Brayton aerospace systems. 
This concept using current and/or near-term technology provides a space 
power source for multihundred -watt requirements with practically constant 
specific power of 4 we/lb and 7% overall conversion efficiency allowing for bot 
redundancy to meet reliability goals and system integration losses. High con­
fidence is placed on the performance predictions identified in this study becaus 
technology assumptions and basic design features are generally conservative. 
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The current and/or near-term technology generator appears to be com­
petitive with the next generation of RTGs. Potential performance growth 
offered by high thermal power density fuel and credible converter development 
exceeds most long-term projections for thermoelectric devices. Advanced 
technology multicell generators theoretically can achieve specific power in 
excess of 20 we/lb and 10% conversion efficiency, considered at the end of a 
10-year mission. This performance growth offers a potentially significant 
contribution of improved capability and flexibility in space missions scheduled 
for the late 1970s and early 1980s. 
A curia fuel form and advanced electrode surfaces would permit operation 
at emitter flux densities between 2 and 4 wt/cm 2 . The corresponding emitter 
temperatures range from 14800 to 1720°K which is significantly lower than 
temperatures (1600 0 to 2000 0K) required in conventional thermionic converters. 
By analogy with uranium-base& reactor fuel development, curia fuel could be 
expected to function and be compatible with converter structural materials in 
the temperature regime of the advanced generator. 
Several aspects of this generator study are worthy of additional consideration. 
Further weight and design refinement will result from study of the following areas: 
1. 	 The optimization of emitter thermal flux concentration (achieved by 
shielding the emitter into thermionically active and inactive areas). 
2. 	 Generator design in response to ranges of reliability goals and other 
specific mission constraints. 
3. 	 Investigation of optimum array connection considering other matrix 
arrangements, optimization of parallel connector impedence, and 
three-dimensional networks. 
4. 	 Consideration of system performance with other fuels, electrode
 
surfaces, and aeroshell configurations.
 
5. 	 Design effort to accommodate fuel swelling and the influence of long 
term operation on materials stability. 
6. 	 Optimization of structure (for example emitter and collector capsule 
thickness) to enhance generator nuclear safety and survival of accident 
conditions. 
7. 	 Consideration of curium-fueled converter operation in the arc mode 
regime. 
An inherent advantage of the multicell concept is that many alternate design 
options (including growth) are readily available once single cell technology is 
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established. An important related advantage is that this design flexibility 
permits exceptionally early utilization of advanced technology developments 
after they are demonstrated in single cells. 
MULTICELL GENERATOR DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 
A program to develop multiwatt power modules and related integration 
technology of the multicell generator concept would consist of the following 
tasks: 
1. Construct proof-of-principal devices. 
2. Construct electrically heated demonstration devices. 
3. Construct fueled demonstration device. 
4. Show helium vent feasibility. 
5. Test demonstration devices in simulated system conditions. 
6. Construct and test fueled and vented device. 
7. Develop component technology. 
8. Develop theoretical generator model. 
These tasks define milestone achievements each of which is a relatively 
small extrapolation of the previous task. Concept feasibility would thus be 
demonstrated by a sucession of incremental steps and at a very low cost. Any 
fundamental weakness in the concept (although none is anticipated) would be 
identified early in the program before major development effort is expended. 
Redirection of generator development goals would be readily and inexpensively 
introduced as a result of the relatively low unit power and fuel inventory of 
the basic converter module. 
The novelty and promise of the multicell generator warrant support and 
interest in an early hardware demonstration program to substantiate the 
conclusions of this study regarding performance at the current technology level. 
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NEW TECHNOLOGY
 
of the contract, no reportablePursuant to the new technology provisions 
items of new technology have been identified. 
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Appendix A 
QUASI-VACUUM-MODE THERMIONIC CONVERTER CALCULATION 
AND OPTIMIZATION CODES 
Thermionic converter calculations and optimization are carried out on 
the IBM-1130 computer using calculational methods developed under associ­
ated IRAD programs. Two computer codes are available for' optimization: 
one called MMl0 has up to five free parameters and uses a'so-called "direct­
search" technique; the other MSM5, has 3 free parameterp and cycles through 
two more using a stepping search. Both codes use the same subroutines for 
the converter calculations. 
THEORY
 
Typical potential distributions to be found in a quasi-vacuum-mode diode 
are shown in Figure A-1, the points in the I-V coordinates being shown in the 
lower half of the figure. Terms are defined in the symbol table. Near the 
peak power point, about 0. 3 volt, and at lower voltages, the net random electron 
current across the gap is determined to a large extent by the electron cloud in 
the interelectrode space, and the diode is in the so-called space-char'ge mode. 
Somewhat past 0.3 volt in Figure A-i, the diode operates in the non-space 
charge mode, implying that the density of electrons in the interelectrode space 
is so low that volume effects are essentially absent, i. e., no potential barrier 
is formed in the interelectrode space. If the approximation is made that the 
electron gas in the emitter has an essentially Maxwellian distribution of electron 
velocities, the net current density for a given barrier height and emitter 
temperature Te will be, from Richardson's equation: 
' 
J + in -J- = AR (T'-
-~T 2 (A1-- - n = (Tee-/kTee- "Tc e- c'/kTc) ( -i) 
If space charge effects are absent, 4c = 4c, the collector work function 
(right-hand curve). The output power to a load is 
P = AJnV = AJ(Ii - 4') (A-2) 
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Figure A-1. Potential Diagrams and I-V Plot for Typical Quasi-Vacuum-Mode Thermionic Converter 
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The present interpretation of thermionic emission with a space-charge 
barrier has remained essentially unchanged since the first part of the 
century, when pioneering theoretical and experimental work was done by 
Epstein, Fry, Gans, and Langmuir (References A- 1 through A-4, respectively). 
Little change in the theory has been forthcoming primarily because of the 
success of their treatments in describing thermionic emission. 
In what might be called classical vacuum mode theory, the following 
assumptions are made: 
1. No interelectrode collisions 
2. No ionization effects 
3. No back emission 
4. Maxwellian distribution of electron velocities 
The steps for solving the plane-parallel problem are as follows: 
Step 1. Solve the collisionless Boltzmann diffusion equation for the 
electron distribution function in the interelectrode spacing. 
Step 2. Integrate in velocity space to determine the electron density 
as a function of distance (usually from the potential minimum). 
Step 3. Substitute the density function M(x) into Poisson's equation to 
determine the potential distribution u(x): 
- xi W)(A-3)
 
8x 4 iT
 
0 
From tabulated or graphical presentations of u(x), the potential charact­
eristics associated with a specific emission current can then be calculated, 
with a number of these solutions then forming a complete I-V curve. 
In analysis of the low temperature Isomite battery, points 1, 2, and 4 
are either assumed or deviations from them neglected. Of these three 
assumptions, number 1 mayin certain circumstances be incorrect. The 
electron and Cs atom have a considerable probability of collision. The number 
of collisions per centimeter is 
qc= NvAc 
N = atoms/volume
v
 
A = atom-electron collision cross-section per atom
 
c 
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In terms of pressure and temperature, the atom density N A is 
18 P -3NA 9. 656 (10 )-y-, (cm - tort - 0 K) (A-4) 
The collision cross-section for cesium is about 3 (10 14cm , which gives 
the collision rate as 
Pr
 
-zqc = 0. 74 (r (collisionsr/mil) (A-5)(Tr Tg)l/
 
The temperatures Tr and T are in thousands of degrees Kelvin. For a gas 
pressure of 0. 1 torr and a temperature of 750°K, the collisions per ril of 
interelectrode spacing are on the order of 
qc = 0. 12 collision's/rnil (A-6) 
At spacings ot the order of 1 mil the effect of collisions vHil be negligible. 
However, - effects of back .emission on the electrode potential distribution 
can not in general be neglected in a device where the emitter-collector dif­
ference is on the order of a few hundred degrees Kelvin. The effect 
of back emission is to fnject a high concentration of collector electrons into 
the collector region, and increase considerably the collector space charge 
barrier height 0c" The effect of these electrons is considerable less close to 
the emitter, which is already immersed in a dense cloud of emitter electrons. 
Lindsay and Parker have treated the problem analytically (Reference A-5 and 
A-6). The steps involved in obtaining the solution for non-negligible back 
emission are essentially' the same as those previously outlined as Steps 1, 2, and 
3, with addition to the density function rt(x), of a density component caused by 
back emission. Inclusion of back emission is not a difficult analytic step, 
but poses considerable difficulty from a computational point of view. Des­
cription of the emission characteristics with back emission is patterned on 
the Langmnir formalism, with inclusion of a new parameter, a. The poten­
tial distribution is treated otherwise identically, with dimensionless emitter 
and collector potentials and distances describing the interrelationships of 
current, potential, and distance in the interelectrode space. The dimension­
less distances Xe and Xc are given as 
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+ 
 Xe	 (A-7)
Xe = 9. 186 x 105 Te3/4  
Te 
18 6 	 A8XN = 9. x 10 S T,3/4 X c 	 (A-8) 
c 	 T~ec
 
with the further equations 
X T dy 	 (A- 9)[h=)+h 	(Y-)] 
x = il 	 dy (A- 10) 
(y)± (Y '1/2 
(ey 	 y
h (y) = - 1) -Z/ - e err 	 (A-11) 
h-(y) = 2 (e -I) - h+ (y) (A-12) 
E = Tc/T e (A- 13) 
c e a 	 (A- 14)J+ 
e e ,c c (A- 15) 
e kTe kT
 
where 6 and 6 are defined by Figure A -1.
 
e c 
Lindsay and Parker provide tabulated values of rl e and 11C as functions 
of X e, X., and d, and for e = 1.0, 0.8, 0. 5, and 0. 2. Figure A-2 is a 
plot of qe and jc vs Xe and Xc for e = 0. 8, where the parameter v is re­
lated to d by 
V = J-/J+ 	 (A-16) 
It is clear that back emission has a significant effect on the collector 
barrier but a minimal effect on the emitter. 
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To make the results produced by Lindsay and Parker usable for digital 
computer calculations, empirical equations were produced by plotting 
and fitting curves to the results. Although there is no reason to expect the 
rather complex integral solutions to the potential to be expressible in reason­
ably simple form, it was decided to attempt to fit the tables with expressions 
involving e and a. In this modeling, itwas assumed that the effect of collector 
back emission was negligible on the emitter potential distribution because of 
attenuation of collector electrons by the back emission barrier height, and the 
high density of emitter electrons already in the emitter space. As mentioned 
before, this behavior is shown qualitatively in Figure A-2, where the value of 
a (which is proportional to back emission) has little effect on the emitter 
potential until a becomes on the order of 0.5. This being the case, the -qe 
vs X relationship was assumed given with adequate accuracy by classicale 
vacuum-mode theory, and expressions given by Rittner (Reference A-7) are 
used to calculate Xe for a given 1 e' 
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In the collector space, it was found that description of -qc vs Xc was much 
simpler than expected. For constant 0, Figures A-3, A-4, and A-5 show 
that over a considerable range of q c' there is a very close power-law 
dependence of 9 c on Xc: 
1c = p (i ) Xc .(A- 17) 
where m is a sluggish function of 0, a 
To maintain some degree of physical reality in the parameterization, the 
back emission ratio v replaced F as the variable other than 6 describing the 
relationship of r c and X c; 
(0 ×)XMO (A-18)c c 
In this log-log region, it is found that to a good approximation, the 
dimensionless collector space charge barrier is linearly dependent on v 
for constant 6 and X.c 
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T) (K+a(e) *v)X (A-19) 
Cross-plotting yields a(0) 0.30v/e 0.9Z (A- 20) 
The constant, K, is the dimensionless collector space charge barrier with 
zero back emission. This value is about 0.Zlat X = 1. 0. 
c 
The power 'h' in the fitting equation is determined by plotting the slope of 
log lc versus log Xc for the 8 range, and pararneterizing in back emission. 
The equation 
0.521 
= 1.85 - .5) (A- 21) 
fits the power dependence satisfactorily. The total fitting equation is then 
11c = (0.2t + 0.30 v/8 0 92) Xc(1" 8 5 + (v/12. 5)0.521 (A-22) 
Table A-1 compares calculated values using the above fitting equation and 
tabulated values of Lindsay and Parker. 
In all cases considered, the error in collector barrier height is less than 
10% relative or 0. 01kTe absolute. For higher values of Xc, 1c rises very 
rapidly until it reaches infinite proportions (for all practical purposes) at a 
critical value of Xc. It was necessary to separate the qc' Xc space into two 
sections because of this behavior. In the first section, the log-log equations 
describe the behavior adequately, while in the second asymptotic region, it 
was necessary to form a more complex solution which will describe the behavior 
and match the log-log expression at the boundary. 
The derivation of this fitting equation was somewhat tedious. The equation 
is 
c - ~V 0 .1 2 8 0. 9 (A- 23)x I 
x = Xc/ X 0.45<x< (A-24) 
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X° = -0.42 + (0.31Z + 0.657 e ) in (1 6 /v ) (A-25) 
The coefficient P is determined from the requirement that at x = 0.45,
 
the log-log expression (Equation A-22) and Equation A-23 give the same value
 
of TIc. When the parameter x _0. 45 the two expressions are closest to yielding
 
the same value of 11c, and the same rate-of-change of 7 c with respect to X c
 . 
This ensures that lines of c6nstant back emission are duplicated as closely as
 
possible.
 
Table A- 1 
CALCULATED VALUE COMPARISON 
Tic q c Relative Absolute
 
e Xc V (Exact) (Approx) Error Error
 
1.0 0.25 0. 00 0. 0157 0. 016 Z% 0.003 kTe 
0. 135 0. 0170 0. 0169 <17o 0. 0001 
1.00 0. 00 0. 21 0.21 0%o 0.0 
0. 135 0. 253 0.25 1% 0. 003 
0. 370 0. 323 0. 321 <1% 0. 00Z 
2. 00 0. 135 0. 950 0.964 2% 0. 016 
3. 00 0. 0 1.53 1.60 <50o 0. 07 
3. 00 0. 05 1. 80 1.827 2% 0. 027 
0.80 0.266 0. 0 0.017 0.018 7% 0.01 kTe
 
0.151 0. 020 0. 020 0% 0. 0 
0. 261 0. 678 0. 030 0. 0285 5% 0. 0015 
1.0 0.0 0. 21 0. 21 0% 0.0 
i.067 0.151 0.30 0.301 <1%
 
1. 050 0.452 0.40 0.416 4% 0. 016 
2.356 0.151 1.50 1.41 6% 0.09
 
0.50 0.Z5 0.0. 0.0157 0.016 2% 0.0003 kTe
 
1.0 0.0 0.21 0.21 0% 0.0 
3. 0 0.0 1.53 0.60 <5% 0. 07 
1. 067 0. 191 0.35 0.362 3% 0. 01Z 
1.0405 0.52 0.55 0.548 <1% 0.Iz
 
1.-5209 0. 191 0. 75 0.673 10% 0. 077 
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CALCULATIONAL METHOD 
In mechanizing the vacuum-mode thermionic converter calculations, several 
choices existed. The method adopted uses the following sequence: 
1. 	 Choose T C and P 
2. 	 From the emitter heat balance, obtain To 
3. 	 Calculate 6e and 6c 
4. 	 Calculate voltage, current, and power out of the converter. 
5. 	 Correct for electrical losses in the emitter lead. 
Each of these steps is described in more detail below. 
1. 	 Choose T and I. The method of choosing and varying T c and LPc 
is different in the two codes and depends on the purpose of the analysis. 
2, 	 Obtain T e . For a diode with specified dimensions and heat source 
the heat balance is written as 
Source = (Radiation) + (gas conduction) + (support conduction) (A-26 
+ (Emitter lead conduction) + (Electron cooling) 
0= r AA( -T 4)+ GgA (Te -Tc) + G (ITe - Tc) (A-27 
+ (T-+AR 2 -LP/kT 
kL(T e - Tc)/( /a) + A R AT e (P+ 2kT e)e e 
Te is obtained by successive estimations. The first estimate is the con­
verged value from the last calculation, the second estimate is 250 K larger or 
smaller depending on the sign of the difference between 0 and the right­
hand side of the equation and successive estimates are based on interpolation 
to bring the difference to zero. Successive guesses on T e less than 0. 1 'K 
apart bring the iteration to a close. 
3. 	 Calculate 6 e and 6c . With p known, 5e is given by 
6 e = -ce 	 (A-Z 
Xe and X are then calculated using equations developed by Rittner 
(Reference A-7). Letting u = 6e/kTe, (A-2 , 
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Xe = -2 + . 376126u + 0. 0251956u3/2 + 6. 9163 xlO-4 u 2 (A_30) 
4
-9. 9409 x 10 - 55,/Z u < 0. 2 
65. 69123 u 2 + 59. 48926 U - 4.103353 u
4 
6. 	156143u + 
3 40. 2629089 + 14. 6Z018 u + 49. 59515 u 2 + 16. 06387 u - u 
0. 2 <u<3.0 
- - 2.55389+ Ze -0. OlZ3eu+ (1 + ujr) 	 8 
u >_3.0 
X = 9. 186 x 105 [AR Te2e-(x + be/kTe)] 1/2 T 3 4_ + Xe (A-31) 
e 
If X c is non-positive, bc is set to 0. 0; otherwise 6cis calculated 
iteratively using the expressions developed earlier which take back 
emission into account. The first step is to determine which set of 
expressions to use. The ratio of Xc to X0 ( X 0 is the asymptotic 
dimensionless collector distance; i. e. , the distance at which the 
back emission barrier height approaches infinity) is symbolized by 
x, and is initially set to 0. 5; v , the back-emission ratio, is then 
obtained by rearranging the expression for Xo: 
v = 16 exp {( - Xcx -0.42) / (0.312 + 0. 657 )(A-32) 
Using this value of v, 5 is calculated by two different expressions: 
1 8 55 (I) = (0. 21 + 0.3 v 092) X0 + (0.8 0. 	 (A-33) 
c/kTc 
- Y/kT 
e 
5 (2) = - an e 2 (A- 34) 
For 6c(2) gieater than 6c(1), the non-linear equations are used; 
otherwise, the linear set is appropriate. 
--If the X_ - r equations are in the linear region, v is used as the 
c c 
independent variable in the two equations for 6. and adjusted until the two yield 
the same result for 5 c If the non-linear set is appropriate, iteration proceeds on x:
. 
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for each value of x, a value of v is calculated using the above equation.
 
Normalizing then is performed so that the two sets of equations will agree,
 
and 6 c is calculated two ways and compared.
 
4. Calculate voltage, current, and power. Once 6 c has been calculated,
 
the gross voltage output is calculated from
 
+V = (Oe+ 6e)- ( 0 c 6) (A-35) 
The current is next calculated, using 
[ z 2e -(0_*/kT )kc 
T e[I = AR A e7kT e -T. e c + )/kT] (A-36) 
Finally, the power is 
P = I V (A-37) 
5. Electrical losses in emitter lead. Electrically, the emitter lead is
 
part of the load seen by the converter. Net voltage and power are calculated
 
as
 
Vnet = V - IR Lead = V - IP (2/a) (A- 38) 
net - RLead (A-39) 
R L (V/I) - Lead (A-40) 
THREE-PARAMETER OPTIMIZER CODE (MSM5) 
This computer code optimizes a converter with respect to collector 
temperature Tc emission barrier height 4', and emitter lead length-to-area, 
ratio W. The coding is set up to step through a series of values of source 
strength Q and emitter area A; for each combination of 0 and A an optimum 
configuration with respect to Tc , 'j, and W is computed. 
The code is made up of a main program and 8 subroutines. The main 
program directs the logic and performs the optimization along with some 
calculations; the converter thermionic analysis is performed in two sub­
routines. A logic flow diagram for the main program is shown in Figure 
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A-6; each of the major program blocks is discussed in more detail in suc­
ceeding sections of this appendix. 
Clear Storage. On the first entry only, all data storage locations are 
cleared. This is necessary, as the system monitor does not perform this 
function. 
Read Input. Data input is handled by subroutine INPUT. Either a card 
reader or the console keyboard, or both, may be used as the source of input. 
List Input. All input data is listed on the printer, properly identified. 
An essentially complete record is thus available. 
Select Emitter Area, Perform Geometric Calculations. .The lower and 
upper bounds for a dimension variable are input, .al6ng,.,ith the number of 
values to be used. The actual value of this vari-a]le (DE),s.determined by 
DO-loop incrementing. Subroutine MSM5B calculates emitter area (GAREA), 
device length and diameter, weight excluding fuel, and any other required 
geometric data. Several different versions of subroutine MSM5B have been 
written. 
Select Isotope Source Strength. In a similar fashion to DE, the isotope 
thermal source QX (at beginning-of-life) is also incremented under DO-loop 
control. The end-of-life source is calculated at this time, as is the void-to­
fuel ratio, source weight, and total system weight. 
Select Emitter Lead. The length-to-area ratio (W) of the emitter 
lead is an important optimizing parameter: too large a value will result in 
increased electrical power loss while too small a value degrades the thermal 
economy of the emitter. A stepping search is used to find the optimum value; 
the logic is given in detail in the appendix section titled "Logic Block A. T 
Select Collector Temperature. For any value of W, there is an optimum 
collector temperature. Logic Block B uses a stepping search, described in 
more detail later, to identify this value. 
Select Thermidnic Barrie-r Height. For any value of W and T c there is 
an optimum value of load resistance R corresponding to a barrier potential L. 
The effect is to trace a portion of the I-V curve to ,locatei(he peak power. 
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Machine implementation is simpler with LPtreated as the variable rather than 
RL or output voltage. 
Thermionic Calculations. Subroutines MSM7A and MMA1 perform the 
actual converter calculations. A converter can be characterized by Q, Q/A, 
W, Te, and 4i; the- resulting output is single-valued. Data furnished by the 
routine to the main program includes electrical power, voltage, current, 
and emitter temperature, as well as other parameters. 
Control Logic. The remainder of the logic determines where to return 
control The control stat6ments are actually included in the logic blocks, but 
the straight-line diagram used here is designed to make the flow more apparent. 
Values of LP are selected by Block C, until the value is found which produces 
the maximum net power for a particular combination of Q, GAREA, W, and T 
c
 
This .is the peak power as a function of L. A new value of T is selected, and
 
c 
iteration is performed on j with this latest T . Eventually a maximum net 
c 
power is fqund for a particular combination of Q,_ GAREA, and W. Although 
designatedas the peak power as a function of Tc, it is really the peak as a 
function .of both. T.C..and t. Similarly, each value of W requires outer itera­
tions on 
-
T.c and inner iterations on i , until eventually-the maximum-power is 
obtained for . particular Q and GAREA. 
Optimization with respect to Q and GAREA is not performed. These 
parameters are stepped through; each pair has a particular optimum W, 
Tc, and LP combination. Once this optimum is found, two lines 
of output are produced on the printer, with all data identified. After all re­
quested pairs of Q and GAREA have been run, the case is complete. Control 
then passes to the input routine and the next case is started. 
Subroutine INPUT. The input routine, used in many programs at DWDL, 
was written to minimize the number of cards required in programs where 
cases are stacked, and also to provide'flexibility of input. Each input datum 
has an associated location number (LOC) on the input cards; the datum is pre­
ceded by the appropriate LOG. Since each datum is identified, they may be 
entered in any sequence, and any number of times (in which case the last­
entered value is used). Furthermore, data not entered remains unchanged 
from the previous case, or zero if.no value has been entered. As a result, 
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only that data which changes from one case to the next need be entered. Pro­
vision has been made by using console data switches for entering data from the 
console keyboard following, or instead of, the card reader. This feature per­
mits the programmer to use results from one case in setting up succeeding 
cases, without having to reload the program each time. 
Subroutine MSM5A. This short subroutine lists and identifies the input 
data including that which is unchanged from the previous case. A case title 
precedes the data listing, which includes the LOC of the data. A complete 
record of data used in the calculations is,therefore, available at later times. 
Subroutine MSM5B. Geometric calculations are performed in this routine, 
which also lists input data peculiar to the particular subroutine version in use. 
A frequently-used version uses the emitter area as the geometric variable DE; 
the subroutine will perform the necessary calculations for a sphere and for 
cylinders with any length to diameter ratio and any combination of active and 
inactive surfaces. From the emitter area, shape, and (for cylinders) number 
of active surfaces and aspect ratio, the routine calculates the emitter outside 
diameter. Once this is found the length, collector diameter and length, 
material volumes and weights, and volume available to the fuel are found. 
Control then returns to the main program. 
Logic Block A. This block performs two functions shown separately on 
the logic flow chart. It selects the value of W to be used for the next series 
of iterations and it includes the decision point, "peak power found vs function 
of 1/a ratio? " On the first entry to the block for a given Q and GAREA, an 
initial guess is made for the lead 1/a ratio, WIRE. Control then leaves 
Block A. On the second entry the first-guess results are stored and a second 
value of WIRE is provided using another empirical expression. On the third 
entry the results of the first two trials are compared; the value of WIRE 
leading to the higher net power is retained as a base, and a step size DWIRE = 
0. 1 x WIRE is calculated. If the second guess is used as a base the results 
are stored. 
The third value of the parameter is at WIRE-DWIRE. A check is then 
made to ensure that stepping is proceeding in the correct direction, if not, 
DWIRE is changed in sign and the next step is at WIRE + DWIRE. Thereafter, 
WIRE is decremented by DWIRE at each step until the net power is lower than 
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on the previous step. DWIRE is then reduced by a factor of 10 and the se­
quence repeats once more. When the net power again diminishes fro= one 
step to the next the peak power is assumed found. 
On the second stepping sequence, a check is made on the rate at which the 
net power is changing; two consecutive steps in which AP/P is less"than 0. 01% 
terminates the logic. 
Logic Block B. Two functions are performed by this block: selection of 
collector tempe'ature, and determination that the optimum TC has been found 
for a given WIRE. The decision point titled, '"Peak Power Found as Functioh 
of TC? " is thus, in reality, included in the, logic block. 
On the initial entry to this block, an initial guess for TC of the converged 
value from the previous interation +25"°K is selected. The step size is chosen 
as 25°K. The next entry uses TC + DTC; a check is made, as in block A, that 
stepping is proceediig in the correct direction. When the power peak has been 
passed, DTC is reddded by a factor of 10, the process repeats, and the next 
value of TC leading to a peak power is taken as the optimum. As with the 
iteration on WIRE, a change in power, on successive steps of TC, of less than 
0. 01% also serves to terminate the logic. 
Logic Block C. As with blocks A and B, the choice of t and the determina­
tion of optimum are combined. On the first entry for'a Q, GAREA pair an 
initial guess at P is made by calculating the open-circuit 4. To do this, a heat 
balance on the emitter is solved, neglecting electron cooling, by iterating on 
TE. The open-circuit value for t is then obtained from 
T Z kT e (Te (A-41)/Tc + /TC) 
For all other first entries, 'P is set at the last converged value plus 
0. 005 ev. When the open-circuit 4' is used, the step size is .0. 25 kT ; other­
wise it is 0. 0025 kT e . 
After an initial LP is chosen, the same stepping sequence as with WIRE and 
TC is used, except that direction checking is unnecessary; the code steps until 
the net power decreases, then decreases step size by a factor of 10 and repeats. 
If qj open-circuit is used, two decreases in step size are used, until DPSI 
0. 0025 kTe; the smallest step used is 0. 0025 kTe. 
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Thermionic Calculations. The computer coding follows the calculational 
method described in an earlier section. Subroutine MSM7Aperforms the 
heat balance and calculates 8 e' Xe, and Xc . Control passes to subroutine 
MMAI for the determination of 6 c 
. 
MSM7A then completes the calculation of 
gross voltage, current and power. 
When4 1 is decreased to below the optimum value it will usually occur that 
4pe will be calculated to be greater than''. In this case the power is set to 
-100. 0 and the routine terminates. This arbitrary negative power is recog­
nized by the stepping logic as indicating that the optimum - has been passed. 
Output. After the thermionic calculations are completed the net voltage 
and power are calculated. These, along with the values of the parameters, 
converter weight, and a selected number of other variables of interest are 
printed out when the stepping logic has determined that the qptimum combina­
tion for a given Q and GAREA has been found. 
Additional Points. To minimize the number of iterations, each time a 
change in parameter results in an increase in power all the values to be output 
are stored. As a result, it is unnecessary to repeat the calculations for an 
optimum or intermediate optimum. 
Provision is made in the code to hold WIRE or TC constant, rather than 
stepping them. An initial value is entered; this value will be maintained, and 
the associated logic block is bypassed. 
FIVE-PARAMETER OPTIMIZER CODE (MMO0) 
The parameters available for optimization by this code are Q, TC, WIRE, 
q}, and Tc/TR (TRAT). The.program will search for the maximum-efficiency 
configuration leading to a specified power (POBJ), or simply for the maximum­
efficiency configuration. Any or all of the parameters may be held constant, 
and in the case of the search with no POBJ the source Q should be held constant. 
The program consists of a main program and 10 subroutines, several of 
which are the, same as MSM5. The main program contains little more than 
initialization logic and output logic; selection of parameter choices is performed 
in subroutine MMlOC. The input, geometry, and thermionic calculation 
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routines are identical with those in MSM5, and have the same names; INPUT, 
MSM5B, MSM7A, and MMAI. Subroutine MMIOA lists the input, including 
the case title; output of results is performed by subroutine MM 0B. 
Optimization Logic. The optimization logic is contained in subroutine 
MM10C, for which a flow chart is included as Figure A-7. The approach is 
known as "direct search" in addition to other names. Initial guesses and upper 
and lower limits are furnished for each variable. The set of initial values is 
termed a "base point". The routine proceeds by changing the value of one 
variable at a time in steps around the base point. When a set of steps has been 
found which produces an improvement in the objective function, steps of 
accelerating size are taken in that direction in n-space, where n is the number 
of parameters. 
When fttrther steps in the chosen direction produce worsening results, a 
new base point is established, and the process continues. If neither x + dx nor 
x - dx produces an improvement, dx is multiplied by 0. 1 and the process 
repeats. When all steps are down to a specified fraction of the initial step 
size,. and no improvement direction can be found, the logic terminates. 
The choice of objective function depends on the type of search being per­
formed. If there is no object power, the objective function is simply reciprocal 
efficiency, since the routine minimizes the function. Where there is a specified 
power, the function becomes 
= + .. jx PENP (A-42) 
where PENP is an input number; 100. 0 has produced good results. It should 
be noted that a tolerance on the result is specified; if the relative improvement 
in objective function for some step is less than the tolerance, it is treated as 
no improvement. 
An input variable is set up to determine the output logic. Depending on its 
value two lines of output are produced on every step, on every new base point, 
and for the initial and final steps only. On the final step a considerable amount 
of additional information is produced, including a heat balance on the emitter. 
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During the detailed design analysis a large number of calculations is 
performed with TC constant but the other four parameters free. Typically, a 
4-parameter search required about 250 steps with a tolerance of I x 10- 6 and 
used about 4 minutes. 
DATA SUBROUTINES 
Subroutines are used to calculate work function, emissivity, and emitter 
lead electric and thermal conductivity as functions of terperature and -other 
parameters. Use of subroutines permits changes to be made with little diffi­
culty. The following section presents the analytical form of the data as used 
in the wkork.reported here. 
Work Functions (MMAZ). Emitter and collector may be different materials; 
two flags indicate the surface and the material. 
Tantalum- Oxygen- Cesium: 
10 - 3 6? = 1.9641 - Z. 08 x Tc + 1. 74 x 10 - T c (A-43 
T c 
= 0. 353 x (Tc /T -1.8Z5), T1 <1.85 (A-44)° bc Co ftc - fTR(-4 
+ 0. 76 x (T c ITR - 1. 825) T 
*5 = max -, >182 A-5 
1. 60 T T - Z. 44 T 
T 
= 3. 07419 - 1. 77396T T + 0.49977 (T T 2 e< 2 7 7 5  (A-4 
e e Rt e' R TR 
T T 
e 1.60-- -. 44 , T-- >2.775 (A-47) 
Tungsten: 
T 2 T 
c = 1. 60 + 0. 9807( T 1.9) 7 R' 2.64 (A-48) 
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¢c = 1.336 T- -1.39 , T1C >2.64 (A-49)
TrR R T 

Same equations for ce' with T replacing T throughout.
 
Tungsten- Oxygen- Cesium: 
10 - 3 6Z2.0034 - Z. 08 x T c + 1. 74 x 10 - T c (A-S) 
T T 
= c ( ° - 0.289 T# Z. 65 T <2.65 (A-51) 
'to T
 
C = max 1.4 2.74 T
l. 4? T - 2 7 >Z. 65 (A-5Z) 
Same equations for emitter except 4 = 1. 663 for all Te. 
Emissivity (MMA3). 
Tantalum: 
C 0. 060 + 0. 000095T (A-53) 
Tungsten: 
E = +0. 014 + 0. 000110 T , T <1000 (A-54) 
= -0. 059 + 0. 000155 T , T >1000 (A-55) 
Effective Emissivity: 
-1 
[.+1 a (A- 56) 
ge c
 
This assumes a view factor of unity. 
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Conductivities (MMA5). Data is for Niobium 
Thermal Conductivity: 
K = 0. 40365 - 0. 0001495 e (A-57) 
Electrical Resistivity: 
P = 0.112xl0 - 6 e c) (A- 58) 
Cesium Vapor Conduction. Equation derived for low pressures. This 
equation is not in a subroutine but is included here for convenience in keeping 
all data in one location. 
1. 31 x 107 e -8910/TR( 
g TR (A59) 
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DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS 
Symbol Definition 
a 5+ 
A 
A 
c 
AR 
Emitter area 
Atom-electron collision cross-section 
Richardson's constant 
d Electrode spacing 
G 
g 
G s 
h+ h-
Gas conduction 
Support conductance 
Functions used in definition of X, Xc 
I 
J+, i-
Current 
Emitter, collector current density 
j n 
K 
k 
Net current density 
Dimensionless collector 
back emission 
Boltzmann's constant 
space charge barrier with zero 
kL Emitter lead thermal conductivity 
1/a Emitter lead length-to-area ratio 
m Exponent in equation for qc 
NA Atom density 
NV Atoms per unit volume 
P Power 
p pressure 
P R Reservoir pressure 
Q Heat source 
qc Collision density 
RL Load resistance 
Tc, T e Collector, emitter temperatures 
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Symbol Definition 
Tg, TIR Gas, reservoir temperatures 
u Dimensionless emitter potential 
V Voltage 
W Emitter lead length to area-ratio 
x Xc /o 
Xc, X e Functions used to derive x'c , Xe 
y Dummy variable 
a, f Parameters in expression for rl 
8c , 5e Collector, emitter potentials 
S Emissivity 
7cCTe Collector, emitter electron density 
8 Ratio of emitter to collector temperature 
v Back emission ratio 
P Emitter lead wire resistivity 
K Emitter lead wire thermal conductivity 
a' Stefan-Boltzmann constant 
4 c' e Collector, emitter work functions 
cCollectorc emission barrier height 
%o Function used in calculation of work functions 
Xc, Xe Collector, emitter dimensionless distance to potential 
minimum 
X° Asymptotic dimensionless collector distance 
Total emission barrier height 
GAREA Emitter area 
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Symbol Definition 
PENP Input penalty multiplier 
POBJ Object power in MMl0 
PSI Total emission power height 
TC, TE Collector, emitter temperature 
TRAT Tc/TR 
TR Reservoir temperature 
WIRE Emitter lead length-to-area ratio 
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Appendix B
 
PLUTONIA FUEL FORM
 
Aerospace applications of radioisotope heat sources require a high level 
of fuel integrity for maximum safety under both normal operating and acci­
dent conditions. Operating requirements typically demand maximum power 
density. The two requirements are mutually exclusive. Maximum power 
density is attained using metallic plutonia which is very hazardous; max­
imum safety appears to be obtained by having plutonium dioxide contained in 
multiple metal layers which substantially reduce power density. Because 
safety is foremost, plutonia fuels technology is based on use of plutonia-metal 
combinations (cermets) in various forms. 
PLUTONIA SOLID SOLUTION CERMET 
Between midyear 1969 and August 1970, the only plutonia radioisotope 
fuel form being developed by the AEC was the solid solution cermet (SSC). 
The SSC was selected by the AEC in the summer of 1969 as the fuel 
form for future aerospace applications. Development activities on the 
plutonia-molybdenum cermet and microsphere fuel forms were suspended. 
The solid solution cermet is best described as particles of a solid solution of 
plutonia and 10 mole-percent thoria coated with a layer of approximately 15 
volume-percent molybdenum which is hot pressed to 95% of theoretical density; 
this shape is then over-coated with 4 volume-percent of molybdenum. The 
fuel 	composition is approximately 
96 v/o 195 v/o [85 v/o (90 m/o PuOz-10 m/o ThO2 )-15 v/o Mo] 
-5 v/o voidl -4 v/o Mo 
The SSC is only about 70% PuO2 by volume and has a power density less 
than half that of plutonium metal. Each of the SSC constituents' has safety 
oriented purposes which are, in order: 
1. 	Ten mole percent thoria -Thoria reduces solubility of plutonia in 
water, reduces fuel volatility at high temperature, and improves 
compatibility with container materials. 
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2. 	 Fifteen volume percent molybdenum coating - A continuous layer 
of molybdenum improves thermal conductivity and provides higher 
impact resistance. 
3. 	 Five volume percent void - Void space permits movement of the 
helium generated in the plutonia to locations external to the fuel 
body and allows fuel swelling with minimal external growth both 
of which enhance long-term high temperature fuel stability. 
4. 	 Four volume percent molybdenum overcoating -An overall molyb­
denum coating provides enhanced reentry protection and also improved 
compatibility with container materials. 
Pertinent quantitative properties of both the SSC (Reference B-1) and 
plutonia molybdenum (PMC) cermet (Reference B-2) are listed in Table 4-1. 
It is apparent that the SSC shows only a minor loss in power density in com­
parison with the PMC and also provides enhanced fuel stability as a result of 
the small thoria addition. Both thermal conductivity and thermal expansion 
are functions of fabrication technique thus both are considered to be com­
parable for the two fuel forms. Minimal oxidation of the SSC occurs up to 
4000 G such that fuel bodies are readily handleable with little or no heat sink­
ing. Short term stability has been demonstrated to 1500C. Arc-tunnel tests 
to i108 BTU/ftL5 have not caused excessive damage. Impact tests up to 
378 fps have resulted in less than 216 of the material being less than 10 
microns in diameter. Sea water solubility studies indicate typical dissolution 
-rates of less than 10 10 g P38pu/mm -day. 
Safety of the solid solution cermet has been demonstrated in current tech­
nology programs for all potential hazardous conditions. Use of SSC fuel limits 
maximum power density of the fuel itself to 3. 2 wt/cm3 thand thereby limits the 
effective power density of a power source to a somewhat lower value because of 
the requirements of manufacturing tolerances and containment. Relative loss 
in effective power density is a function of size (large capsules lose less) and 
shape (spherical capsules may lose more). Minor changes in SSC composition 
including increasing the 238Pu/talPu ratio from 0. 8 to 0. 9 could conceivably 
increase power density by -1516. However, this will not occur within the 
next several years and therefore the current technology upper limit appears 
to be a thermal power density of 3. 2 wt/cm3 for the BOL fuel body. 
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PLUTONIA-MOLYBDENUM CERMET 
A decision was made by the AEC in August 1970 to switch from the piu­
tonia solid solution cermet fuel form to a plutonia- molybdenum cermet fuel 
form for upcoming aerospace missions. The major reason for the change 
was the developmental problems in obtaining crack-free discs of SSG. Current 
technology is uch that PMC shapes can -be made readily while SSG shapes 
cannot. Limited process development on SSG continues at LASL with that 
fuel form possibly returning to use for future- systems. 
Original development of the PMC fuel form was conducted at Battelle 
Memorial Institute's Columbus Laboratories. Technology has been trans­
ferred to both Monsanto Research Corporation's Mound Laboratory and Los 
Alamos Scientific Laboratory, Both are producing satisfactory PMC shapes. 
The PMC can be described as particles of plutonia (either microspheres 
or shards) coated with a layer of approximately 20 volurre-percent molybdenum 
which is hot pressed to 93 ±2. 5% of theoretical density and this shape is then 
over-coated with 2 mils of molybdenum. Therefore for a 50 wt cylinder 
the composition would be 
98. 8 v/o (93 v/o (80 v/o PuOz- 2 0 v/o Mo)-7 v/o void)-l. 2 v/o Mo 
Current processing procedure results in a fuel form having somewhat 
less oxygen than stoichiometric PuO2 . 0 . This factor is an advantage for use 
in refractory metal systems which are degraded by the presence of oxygen. 
It may be an advantage or a disadvantage in systems containing noble metals 
(Pt, Rh, Ir) depending on container configuration. 
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Appendix C 
DETERMINATION OF MAXIMUM FUEL LOAD FOP AN 
UNVENTED SPHERE 
Instead of determining directly the maximum permissible fuel load for 
an alpha-emitting fuel placed inside a non-vented sphere, with wall thickness as 
an added parameter, a complementary problem is adapted for computer sol­
ution. This problem is: given a fuel load Q and surface area A for a sphere, 
determine the minimum permissible wall thickness. This problem is, in 
principle, amenable to an analytic solution, but an iterative approach was 
chosen.
 
THEORY
 
Assuming for the moment that the amount of fuel Q will indeed fit within 
a sphere of surface area A, the pressure of the helium gas can be determined 
from the volume available to the gas and the temperature. The stress within 
the sphere wall is then calculable, and can be compared to the yield stress of 
the wall material. For walls of thickness approaching zero, the stress ap­
proaches infinity. As wall thickness increases the stress initially decreases; 
however, :tiaaliy, the wall encrbaches on the gas volume, and the pressure increa 
The stress reaches a minimum value as a result of the interaction of these two 
tendencies, and then rises, again approaching infinity as the gas volume goes 
to zero. 
A curve showing this general behavior is shown as Figure C-I. Two 
alternatives are shown: either the minimum stress is below the wall allow­
able stress, or at all times the stress exceeds the allowable. In the first 
case, there are two solution points at which the wall stress equals the allow­
able; the one with the lower wall thickness is the appropriate choice, as it is 
lighter. In the other case,there is no solution; that is, the chosen Q cannot 
be fitted within a sphere of area A. 
Figure C-2 shows the geometry used. The sphere is actually a double­
walled container. The area used in the area of the inner sphere (the emitter); 
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under stress, however, the emitter will yield until it is in contact with the 
outer sphere (the collector), and thus the combined thickness is available to 
withstand the internal pressure. The slight increase in gas volume due to 
yielding of the emitter is neglected in the calculations. 
Given the emitter area, the diameter of the emitter is calculated as 
D = Ir 	 (0­e 
The inside radius of the inner sphere, which determines the volume within 
the sphere, is 
Ri = 1/2 De -	 te (C-2) 
and the internal 	volume becomes 
vt 4 3 
Vt = .	 (C-3) 
The volume occupied by the fuel material is 
Q (C-4)Vf = (l-D) 
with 	 u = fuel specific power (watts/cm3 
D = diluent ratio ('cm 3 diluent/cm 3 fuel) 
The gas volume 	(Vg) is then Vt - Vf and the void-to-fuel ratio is 
R = (Vt - Vf) 	 I (Qlr) (C-5) 
The gas pressure is calculated from the ideal gas law, rewritten in terms of 
and density: 
=YPRg (i1. O-e-XL)Tg(C) 
WR 	 (C-6) 
where 	 y = isotopic purity of fuel 
P = fuel density 
Rg gas constant 
X = fuel half-life 
L time since encapsulation 
T = gas temperatureg 
W = fuel atomic weight 
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The wall stress then becomes
 
PR R
 
S 0 10 (C-7) 
I w w 
P (2R.3 -R 3) R 
o-c 3 -, - <0 (C-8)
S(R2 3 - R) 0R)t 0 1 ° t-w
 
with .0 = outside radius of sphere 
t w = total wall thickness 
then tw = te + te 
and R R. + t + tO 1 e c 
COMPUTER CODE 
The computer code uses an iterative method to find the minimum te which 
will satisfy the requirement that wall allowable stress equals wall stress. First 
a test is made for each Qand Apair to assure.that the given Q will fit physically 
within a sphere of surface area A. A minimum emitter Wall thickness may be 
specified, in which case it is used to calculate the volume for this check. If 
this test is passed, a first guess at the thickness is made, using one-tenth 
the value for which the total volume equals the fuel volume. Steps of this size 
are taken initially, with the wall thickness being increased until the allowable 
stress-exceeds the wall- stress. The step size is reduced by a factor of 10 and 
the process is repeated. A further factor of 10 is used on the step size before 
convergence is assumed. 
A check is made for the no-solution case. If the minimum stress is above 
the allowable, a message to this effect is printed out. Messages are also printed 
if the fuel will not fit within the sphere, or if the solution thickness is less than 
the specified minimum, but atthe latter thickness the wall stress exceeds the 
allowable. 
The emitter temperature is, in general, a function of the heat flux for 
vacuum-mode thermionic converters of the type reported. Accordingly, the 
gas temperature is calculated by the computer from an input table of temper­
ature vs heat flux. Another table, of stress vs temperature, is used by the 
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computer to determine the allowable stress. 
Additional input is the minimum total wall thickness and the (fixed) col­
lector wall thickness; the minimum emitter wall thickness is obtained by
 
subtraction.
 
Table C-i summarizes temperature vs flux and stress vs temperature 
data used in the calculations. The T vs Q/A table is for Ta-O-Cs surfaces, 
while the c-vs T data is the yield stress for annealed T-Ill 
Table C-I 
SUMMARY OF DATA USED 
FOR UNVENTED CAPSULE DESIGN 
Flux Temperature Stress o­
(wlcm2) (OK) (psi) 
0.2 1090 34000 
0. 5 1200 32000 
1.0 1350 30000 
2. 0 1535 27500 
2.4 1560 27000 
2. 8 1570 26800 
MAXIMUM FUEL LOAD FOR AN UNVENTED CYLINDER 
A similar approach was used for the unvented cylinder. Stress is calculated 
at several points over the shell of a flat-ended thin shell cylinder of L/D = 1, 
and the maximum stress is used for comparison with allowable stress. Stress 
equations are taken from References C-I and C-2. 
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Appendix D 
GENERATOR AND CONVERTER RELIABILITY 
GENERATOR REDUNDANCY AND RELIABILITY 
A generator is composed of a relatively large number of cells, each of 
which has rather high but less than 100% reliability. Converters are assumed 
to fail in either short-circuit or open-circuit modes. (The possibility of slow 
performance degradation is not considered; thus, each cell either works per­
fectly or fails completely). In order to determine generator reliability 
generator failure must be defined; generators meeting a pre-set criterion 
are good, those which do not meet it are failed, and there are no intermediate 
conditions. In general, the criteria will be stated as a minimum output power 
and voltage which must be present. 
A series-parallel electrical interconnection of the cells can usually be 
arranged which will meet the performance criteria. Figure D-1 shows a 
flat network of cells, composed of "c" columns and "r" rows. The purpose 
of using such a network can be readily determined by examining the two 
extremes; a simple series arrangement (I column), and a simple parallel 
arrangement (I row). 
With the assumption that the required number of cells are connected in series, 
and that the electrical load has been matched to the cells, a short-circuit failure 
will cause a reduction in voltage approximately equal to the output voltage of 
one cell,, while the power loss will be somewhat greater than the power of one 
cell, because of the resulting mismatch. For example, with 10 cells in series, 
loss of one cell by short-circuit failure will drop the power to 89. 75% of its 
initial value. For a given power requirement, 11. 4% excess power will 
allow for one failure. Unfortunately, a single open-circuit failure will cause 
a complete generator failure. A simple series arrangement, then, although 
excellent with respect to short-circuit failure, is highly susceptible to open­
ir cult failure. 
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Figure D-1. Generator Electrical Network 
Next a 10-cell pa'rallel array is considered, again with a-'matched load. In 
this case, an dpen-circuit failure will result in a drop in power to 89. 75% of 
initial, for a margin requirement of 11. 4%. Now, unfortunately, a single 
short-circuit failure will result in total generator failure. A simple parallel 
circuit will, then, give excellent protection against open-circuit failure, but 
with extreme vulnerability to short circuits. 
A series-parallel array as shown will give the advantages of both series and 
parallel connections. No single failure, either open-circuit or short-circuit, 
will cause complete generator failure. This advantage is, 'however, bought 
at the expense of losing a larger fraction of the total power as a result of single cel 
failure. For example, with 2 columns and 5 rows, a single open-circuit 
failure reduces the output power to 82. 6% of the full 10 cells, while a-short­
circuit failure drops the power to 79. 0%. 
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The equations for determining the power and voltage output of an array
 
such as shown in Figure D-i axe quite simple. The assumptions are:
 
1. All interconnections have zero impedance 
2. The converter current-voltage relationship is linear 
3. All converters are identical 
4. Failure is sudden and complete 
5. The load is matched to the array with no failures. 
Under these assumptions an equivalent circuit may be constructed as in 
Figure D-2. With no loss in generality, the equations are developed with a 
converter open-circuit emf of 1 volt and internal resistance of 1 ohm. The 
equivalent resistance for one row is, for "c" columns, 
R. = 1/c (D-I) 
IvI 
I V IV 1 V 
Figure D-2. Equivalent Electrical Circuit for Interconnected Array 
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If there are "r" rows, the array equivalent resistance becomes 
Ra = r/c 	 (D-2) 
For a matched load the load resistance equals the array equivalent resistance; 
thus 
R L = r/c 	 (D-3) 
and the total circuit resistance is 
R "= Zr/c (D-4) 
Since the voltage output of the array is r, the. total current is 
I V r c 
a R =rc = T (D-5) 
and the power delivered to the load becomes 
2 
..... 2 L= (c) r rc 
=PL- la = (-) c( -L) 	 (D-6) 
Finally, 	 the voltage across the load is determined from 
VL = IaRL = (s) (--c - (D-7) 
In a similar manner, the power delivered to the load and the voltage across 
it can be determined for an array with any number of open-and short-circuit 
failures. The- equivalent resistance for a single row is 
Ri c n. (D-8) 
1 
where ni is the number of open-circuit cells in the row; a single short­
circuited cell results in R. = 0. The array resistance is 
r 
R R2 (D-9) 
i= 1 
and the 	array voltage is 
V = n-s 	 (D-10) 
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where s is the number of rows containing at least one short circuit. Because
 
R L remains constant
 
I r r- (D-I) 
i= 1 
The delivered power is obtained, as before, from 
IZP = R L (D-12) 
and the voltage across the load from 
V = IR L (D-13) 
The power and voltage can be expressed as fractions of the no-failure power 
and voltage; for power 
P L__( r- 14) 
a 2 RL -rIa R.+
 
I= I I C /
 
Because voltage and power are related by 
p = Vz/R L (D-15) 
The voltage fraction can be expressed as 
(D9-16)4P% 
Ia 
If the number of cells to be interconnected is small, a completely deterministic 
solution is feasible. For example, for a 2 x 2 array, in which 
o = probability of open-circuit failure
 
s = probability of short-circuit failure
 
g = probability of no failure
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then, 
g + s + 0 = 1.0 (D-17) 
with four cells, 'the probability of any combination of failures can be established 
by the expansion of 
1.0 = (g+ s + o) 4 (D-18) 
2 
Sg4+ 4g 3o + 4g 3s + 6g 2a + lZg os + 
6 g s 
+4o3

+ 4go 3 + lZgo2s + l2gos 
Z + 4gs 3 
4Z + s+ 6o s + 4os 
3 
4 
The first term, g , represents the probability of all 4 cells operating, 
with a resulting normal power output. The second term, 4 g 3o, gives the 
probability of one open-circuit failure, with a resulting power output of 64% 
of normal. The third term yields the likelihood of one short-circuit failure, 
resulting in 44% of normal power. 
Continuing, 6 g 2oz signifies two open-circuit failures. Of these, 1/3 of 
the time both failures will be in one row, with a resulting power of zero, while 
the other 2/3 have one failure in each row, with a power output of 44%o of 
normal. The remaining terms can also be analyzed in the same fashion; 
obviously, this method rapidly becomes cumbersome. Because of the diffi­
culties, a probabilistic computer code, written in a related IRAD effort, was 
used. 
Certain assumptions are implicit in the code. First, failure of any cell is 
assumed to be completely random in nature; in other words, failure of one 
cell has no effect on any others. Second, all cells have identical open-circuit 
failure probabilities, and all cells have identical short-circuit probability; 
these two probabilities need not be the same, however. Third, the current­
voltage characteristic of the cells is assumed linear. Fourth, the electrical 
load is assumed matched to the full array. 
The computer code uses a probabilistic or Monte Carlo technique.
 
The array is examined, cell by cell. For each cell a random number between
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0 and 1 is generated; this number is used to determine whether the cell is 
good, open, or shorted. If the number is between 0 and s, the cell has short­
circuited; between s and s + o, the cell is open-circuited; above s + o, the 
cell is good. After every cell in a row is examined the resistance and voltage 
of the row is determined and stored. The process continues, one row at a 
time, until the entire array has been examined. The equivalent resistance, 
voltage, current, and power are calculated in-order, and the power recorded. 
The process is repeated as many times as desired (usually several hundred 
or thousand times) and the tabulated results are interpreted to yield the prob­
ability of obtaining any given power or voltage. Since voltage across the load 
is proportional to the square root of the power, the power results can be used 
to find the probability of obtaining a given voltage. The 90% of full power curve 
also represents 94. 9% of full voltage, for instance. 
As an example of the reliability of the method, the 2 x 2 array partially 
analyzed above was examined by the Monte Carlo code, using o = 2% and s = 8%, 
and the output compared with analytical calculations. Table D-1 lists the 
results for 2500 histories. As can be seen, the results are quite acceptable. 
Table D-I
 
COMPARISON OF MONTE CARLO AND ANALYTIC RESULTS
 
2 x 2 Array, 90% Reliability
 
Power Exact Monte Carlo 
1 0. 6561 0.6592 
0.64 0. 0583 0, 0524 
0.444 0. 2501 0. 2528 
0.25 0. 0111 0.0112 
0 0.0244 0.0244
 
Failures 
Type Exact Monte Carlo 
Shorts 0. 08 0. 0808 
Opens 0.02 0.0191
 
Total 0. 10 0.0999 
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With any statistical method, the question of uncertainty arises. 
Generally, the uncertainty decreases as the number of cells and number of 
calculated arrays increases. Results for 1000 and 6000 histories are shown, 
for two different arrays, in Table D-2. The discrepancy is in no case more 
than 10, indicating thatfor scoping work,the use of 1000 histories is probably 
adequate, and that 4000 histories should yield results reliable to t 0.5 % or 
better. 
CONVERTER RELIABILITY DEMONSTRATION 
Before discussing the problem of demonstrating or determining the 
reliability of an individual thermionic battery,it is necessary to clarify some 
of the terminology used in reliability engineering; specifically, the difference 
between "reliability" and "confidence" or "confidence level" must be 
defined. The matter is clearly discussed in Reference D-1. 
Table D-Z
 
COMPARISON OF RESULTS FOR 1000 AND 6000 HISTORIES
 
Percent of 1000 6000 Percentage
 
Full Power Histories Histories Discrepancy(l) 
2 x 10 Array
 
71 91.80 92.57 0. 83
 
70 93.80 94.43 0.67
 
67 97.90 97.88 0.. 02
 
63 98.30 98.23 0. 07
 
Z x 15 Array 
75 94.40 93.92 0. 51 
73 96.50 95.78 0.75 
71 97.90 97.67 0.24 
68 98.50 98.18 0.33 
66 99.10 98.9Z 0. 18 
(1) Based on results of 6000 histories. 
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Reliability is the probability that an individual item will work properly; 
confidence is the probability that the stated reliability, taken from tests on a 
small sample, is representative of all the items. 
There are many possible causes for equipment failure. Failures may occur 
from wear-out, the equipment may be intrinsically defective, environmental 
factors may increase in severity, failure of one item may throw an increased 
load on others resulting in their failure, and so on. 
A very common assumption is that failures are strictly random in nature, 
occuring at some average rate which is essentially constant in time. If there 
is a fixed number of items under consideration, with no replacement possible 
(as is true for the multicell generator), the combination of a fixed failure rate 
per item and a continually decreasing number of non-failed items leads to the 
so-called exponential distribution, 
f(t) 1 e t/O (D-19) 
where
 
f(t) = failure rate in time
 
e = average lifetime
 
t = time
 
Once the assumption of the exponential distribution is made, the probability 
of survival for any given time can be readily obtained. This probability of 
survival is, by definition, the reliability of the device. The pertinent equation 
is 
R(t) z et /6 (D-20) 
where
 
R(t) = reliability at any time t
 
The average lifetime 8 must be determined by life testing. As with any
 
other type of testing, the calculated mean life obtained from a small number
 
of tests may not be representative of the true mean life; accordingly, a
 
confidence level is attached to the results. Tables showing the number of
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tests required to determine the mean life at confidence levels of 90% and 951a, 
as a function of the ratio of test time to mean life and also the number of 
failures during the test are presented in Reference D- 1. A portion of these 
is presented as Table D-3. 
Table D-3
 
MINIMUM SIZE OF SAMPLE TO BE TESTED FOR A TIME "t"
 
TO ASSURE A MEAN LIFE OF AT LEAST "0" WHEN
 
"f" IS T.HE NUMBER OF FAILURES
 
Confidence = 90%
 
t/e
 
f 0.2 0.1 0. 05 0. 0z 0.01 
0 Iz 24 47 116 231 
1 Z0 40 79 195 390 
2 28 55 109 266 533 
3 35 69 137 333 668 
4 4Z 83 164 398 798 
Confidence = 95%0 
t/e
 
f 0.2 0.1 0.05 0. 0z 0.01 
0 15 31 60 149 298 
1 Z5' 49 97 Z36 473 
Z 33 65 129 314 630 
3 41 80 159 386 775 
4 48 95 189 456 914 
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Appendix E 
AEROSHELL DESIGN CALCULATIONS 
This appendix contains details of the design analysis for the flared­
cylinder aeroshell configuration discussed in Section 6. 
WEIGHT AND IMPACT VELOCITY 
A weight and impact velocity analysis is made in terms of the vehicle 
ballistic coefficient. The component and total weights are characterized for 
a specific design with a fixed ballistic coefficient. Extrapolation to other 
ballistic coefficients is then performed by simultaneous solution of the com­
ponent and total weight equations and the ballistic coefficient definition equation, 
The relevant equations for the example of a 100-w generator composed of 5-w 
e e 
converters in a 5-row, 4-column array are 
+W =W + W W - 14 4 Df (ballistic coeff. definition) (E-1)
tot c cells f -144 f 
W = 1. 274 + W (weight of cylinder = shell + graphite weights). (E-2)c gc 
AW =2 . 768 (graphite weight scaling eq. ) (E-3) 
M = + 1 8 1]-78. i5 (flare weight scaling eq. (E-4) 
Wcell s = 15. 4 lb (weight of all 20 modules) 
Solution of these equations for selected values of 3 results in the total 
weight curve shown in Figure E-l. An absolute minimum weight occurs when 
3 55 lb/ft?. However, the curve is relatively flat for P between 30 and 80 
2lb/ft . Thus, to minimize the impact velocity, a ballistic coefficient of 30 
lb/ft2 occurring near the knee of the curve, is selected for the reference 
generator. 
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Figure E-1. Generator Weight and Impact Velocity Variation vs Ballistic Coefficient 
The corresponding impaict velocity curve given by the equation
 
V = 89 C 8E-5)
30. f. s 
is shown also in Figure E-1. The drag at subsonic terminal velocity is 
estimated at 0. 8 and the constant 30. 89 derives from air properties for
 
average annual temperatures at an impact altitude 2500 f0 above sea level.
 
COMPLETE BURIAL AEROSHELL TEMPERATURE 
In the low probability case of complete burial in sand or soil, the surface 
temperature T s is given by the equation 
Ts 
F k dT 2 T-Ln n/iD+ ' (LID) Z ) (E-6) 
T= T
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For the reference generator (100 w , 5-row, 4-column converter array),e" 
solution of the Equation E-6 for coastal plains clay, one of the lowest con­
ducting soils, yields a generator surface temperature of 22000 K which is above 
soil melting temperature and is borderline for long term fuel containment. 
For partial burial, the temperatures will be much lower because of air convection 
at the surface and melting will not occur. 
ABLATOR MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Physical and thermal property data for POCO graphite are presented 
in Table E-1. 
Table E- I 
POCO GRAPHITE PROPERTY DATA VS TEMPERATURE 
Grade AXF-50 
75 0 F 1500°F 3000OF 
Density range (gms/cm3 ) 1.80 - 1.88 N/A N/A
 
Tensile strength (psi) 10, 000 11, 000 12', 000
 
Compressive strength (psi) 20, 000 N/A N/A
 
Flexural strength (psi) 10, 500 10, 900 12,300
 
Modulus of elasticity (psix 106) 1.68 1.84 2.08
 
Strain to failure (%elongation) 0.95 0. 90 1. 00
 
Poisson's ratio 0. 15 0. 18 0. 22
 
Hardness (Rockwell B) 120 N/A N/A
 
Thermal conductivity (Btu/ft-hrOF) 65 28 17
 
Coefficient of thermal expansion
 
(in. /in. /° Fx 10-6) 4.8 4.3 4.9
 
Specific heat (Btu/lb- °F) 0. Z0 0.42 0. 50
 
Purity (average total ash-ppm) 200 N/A N/A
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A detailed comparison of POGO with ATJ-S (Reference E-1) indicated 
potential theoretical thermal stress advantages of ATJ-S (properties are 
similar). Thus, ATJ-S can be considered as an alternate or future replace­
ment ablator material, pending further'study. 
The overall properties of ZD laminates, such as Pyro-Carb 406 used on 
the SNAP-27 capsule, do not offer any significant advantages over the fine­
grain graphites (ReferenceE-l). The 3D filament wound composites and RPG 
composites are only in the development stage and insufficient property data 
are available to design heat shields with high reliability. Phenolic charring 
ablator materials such as Narmco 4028 and microballon-glassy composites 
such as Avcoat 5026-39, the Apollo Command Module Ablator, have attractive 
low densities and heats of ablation approaching that of graphite. However, 
long-term degradation at generator operating temperature, radiation levels 
and thermal stress, and mechanical erosion problems on steep angle reentry 
rule against their selection. 
INSULATOR 1MATEIAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Potential aeroshell insulators are characterized in Table E-2. Densities 
and thermal conductivities are compared for high temperature super insulators 
and insulation suitable for the radiator area on the cylindrical sides. 
For insulation on the cylindrical sides, the magnitude of the thermal 
conductivity is not as important as the ratio of conductivities at operating 
and reentry temperatures because only moderate reentry insulation is needed, 
As-deposited pyrographite is the prime choice and has the benefits .of reinforcing 
the heat-treated pyrographite. The artificial thermal switch of silver im­
pregnated silica foam has the disadvantage of irreversibility. A temperature 
transient above 1227°K destroys the good thermal contact with the radiator 
area upon resumption of normal operation. The aluminia offers low density 
and protection against high temperature oxidation, for example under launch 
pad abort conditions. However, its positive-slope conductivity curve results 
in high converter temperatures on reentry. Reinforced pyrographite appears 
to be an attractive alternative for future consideration as a low weight 
combination insulator/ablator heat shield on the cylindrical sides. 
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Heat-treated PG 
UCAR Carbon PVB 
Expanded PG 
UCC zirconia felt 
ORNL'fibrous carbon 
As-deposited PG 
Reinforced PG 
Alumina 3400 
Sb impregnated silica 
foam 
Table E-2
 
GENERATOR INSULATOR CHARACTERISTICS
 
Density Thermal Conductivity, Btu/ft-hr OF 
lb/ft 3 900°F Z000°E 30000 F 4000 0 F 
High Temperature Super Insulators
 
121 0. z0 0. 05 0. 08 0. Iz 

50 0. 10 0. 13 0. 16 0. 20 
60 0.30 0. 09 0. 10 . 1z 
20 0. 07 0. 11 0. 18 ­
7 0. 05 0. 10 0. Z2 -
Moderate Insulators
 
1Z1 1. Z 0.4 0. 3Z 0.30 

50' 1. 7 1. 3 1. 0 ­
35 0 .28 0. 30 0. 42 ­
50 1. 0 0. 24 0. 64 1. 0 
Comments 
Very anisotropic, backup ablator
 
Strong, resilient material
 
Anisotropic, compressible
 
Soft, low density material
 
Very low density
 
Backup ablation protection
 
Possible combined ablator/
 
insulator
 
Launch abort protection
 
Thermal switch.
 
AEROSHELL DESIGN OPTIMIZATION 
If the number of columns is c, then the ellipsoidal-ended aeroshell 
cylinder has an internal diameter of 
1800 
D. = d (1 + cosec - ) (E-7)I C 
where d is.the Isomite diameter, including outer electrical insulation, if any. 
For the length, a gap of 0. 5 in. is allowed between rows to accommodate the 
venting stems. 
The dimension-dependent weights of the components in the cylindrical 
section are based on detailed calculations for a specific design (100-w
 
e
 
generator with 5 rows and 4 columns of 5-w modules) and scaled for the code 
e
 
calculated dimensions. Aeroshell and heat shield thicknesses are identical
 
to those for the reference design. 
For the flare, in the shape of a frustum of a right cone with 45' 
half angle, the hypersonic drag coefficient based on base area is, according 
to Newtonion theory, 
C0 = 2 (450) = 1 (E-8) 
The drag on the nose section is also approximately unity (0. 92 for a hemi­
sphere but slightly higher as a blunter shape is reached with stagnation point 
ablation). Therefore, the base diameter Df may be calculated from the con­
dition of constant ballistic coefficient of 30 lb/ft 
w w Z 
- lb/ft2 (E-9)tot tot -30 lhf 
DA - D 
Here, Wto t is the total weight of the cylindrical plus flare sections, Thus, 
an iterative calculation of flare diameter and weight is necessary. For the 
flare, the actual surface area is given by 
IT 2 2 
A (D -D (E-10) 
where D is the outer diameter of the cylindrical section. The flare weight 
is based on this area and the thicknesses of ablator, insulation, and structure 
layers. The computer code iterates by calculating the weight of the cylindrical 
section for the given cell dimensions and stacking arrangement, guessing the 
weight of the flare, and calculating the flare diameter using equation (E-9). 
The total weight based on this diameter is recalculated and the process iterated. 
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Appendix P 
PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION ON AEROSHEL L NOSE 
Ablation distributions around the generator nose are dependent on the 
pressure and aeroheating distributions. 
P=(Pn -P.) cos 0 + Pco (F-i) 
where E is the ray angle, the subscript "s" indicates stagnation point and 
indicates free stream conditions. Neglecting P. as small compared to Ps 
(Figure 8-5) 
P/P cos 0 (F-2) 
For graphite oxidation in the diffusion-controlled regime, the ablation 
rate is proportional to the square root of the pressure. Therefore, the oxi­
dation contribution to graphite ablation away from the stagnation point can be 
related to stagnation point oxidation times the cos 0. Graphite sublimation is 
mainly a function of the heating rate. 
HELIUM PRESSURE IN AEROSHELL 
At L years from beginning of life, the pressure within the aeroshell, 
assuming all generated helium is released from the fuel, is given by 
p 08 Pt RT (-e- XL) (F-3) 
M VF­
where Pt = fuel density (100% TD) = 11.46 g/cm3 
R = gas constant 
M = molecular weight of PuO = 270 
VF = void-to-fuel ratio
 
X = 
 in Z/half life = 0. 000793 yr 
-i 
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Here, the fuel purity is taken to be 0. 8. Inside the aeroshell, the void­
to-fuel ratio for the reference design is Z. 24. Assuming reentry to occur 
at a maximum design life of 12 years, the pressure attained is 
P (atm) = 0. 113 T 0 K (F-4) 
The equivalent stress in the cylindrical walls caused"by this pressure is 
approximately 
P
 
ale = = 45. 02 T°K (psi)
 
ELECTRICAL INTERCONNECTOR POWER LOSS 
The electrical connectors are sized to minimize generator weight. The 
power loss in a connector (PL) is given by 
p A (F-6)
LA
 
where I = current 
P = resistivity 
- 4. 2 i Q -cm(OFHC copper at 8000 K) 
L = connector length 
A = connector cross-sectional area 
The connector weight (Wc) is given by 
Wc = wL A (F-7) 
where w = connector material density, 
= 559 lb/ft3 (copper) 
using Equation (F-7) to eliminate connector length in (F-6) yields
L- (I) pWc 
P wC (F-8) 
1w
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Differentiating the power loss with respect to weight and setting the re­
sult equal to the generator system power-to-weight ratio (Rp): 
pw 
d (P2 I p (F-9) 
d-wc L A w 
=R 
pw 
Solving for the required cross-sectional area yields, 
A - I (F-IO) 
pw 
Substituting in Equation (F-7) yields the connector weight per unit length. 
=TC I ip -i-11) 
-P ( F - iW c 
pw 
Equations (F-10) and (F-i1) were used to prepare Figure 8-13 in this report. 
Generator power output (PG) is related to voltage(VG) and current (IG)as 
follows: 
PG m VG 'G (F-l1 ) 
Solving for current yields 
I - VG (F-13) 
Substituting in Equation (F-1i) yields the connector specific weight 
Wc mt ~ (F-14) 
'G Vl w 
Multiplying by the generator power-to-weight ratio yields the connector 
power loss as a percent of generator output 
Fo connector power loss = L pw Rpwx 100% ( -15)5 
'wx10VG 
Equations (F-14) and (F-15) were used to prepare Figure 8-14 using an 
effective connector length of one foot. 
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